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Abstract 

The thesis concerns the function of different intonation tunes in British English yes/no 

questions. The theoretical part of the work explores the phenomenon of language 

intonation and describes the commonly listed default contours of English yes/no 

questions. The practical part analyses authentic samples of British speakers’ 

conversations and compares the function of intonation patterns in yes/no questions with 

the theoretical assumptions. 
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Abstrakt 

Práce se zabývá funkcí jednotlivých typů intonačních kontur ve zjišťovacích tázacích 

větách britské varianty anglického jazyka. Teoretická část je věnována nejprve obecnému 

popisu intonace jazyka a dále se zaměřuje na běžně uváděné výchozí tóny anglických 

ano/ne otázek. Praktická část práce analyzuje autentické nahrávky rozhovorů britských 

rodilých mluvčích angličtiny. Následně porovnává význam jednotlivých kontur 

v ano/ne otázkách s teoretickými poznatky. 

Klíčová slova 

intonace, základní kontura, ano/ne otázka, ověřovací a upřímná otázka, funkce 
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Introduction 

Music has always been an important part of my life. When I was a little boy, I found 

comfort in soothing tones coming from my old stereo, and as a member of a choir I 

enjoyed the feeling of insignificance while listening to the intertwined voices resonating 

in vast churches. On several occasions, my inspired drum beats and shower serenades 

also became an inspiration for my neighbours who then felt the need to appreciate my 

artistic skills in person and paid me a visit: I do not own my old drum set anymore. 

Years later, my love for music introduced me to a phenomenal guitarist Tommy 

Emmanuel, whose music spoke to me louder than anybody else’s before. Once asked 

during an interview whether he does not find the absence of lyrics in his music limiting, 

the old man answered with a smile on his face: I believe that you can only say this much 

with words. It is melody that takes you beyond. 

Ever since, I have been able to relate to his wise statement not only at the musical level 

but also as a student of the English language. Tommy’s words reflect my fascination for 

the melodic aspect of English: intonation. As a result of my interest in this phenomenon, 

I have always paid attention to native speakers’ conversations during my regular stays in 

the United Kingdom. As I gradually discovered that the use of intonation contours in 

questions, in particular yes/no questions is at times rather confusing and does not seem to 

follow any stable patterns, I decided to analyse this subject matter in greater detail. 

While linguists’ approach to some pronunciation features is quite uniform, the field of 

intonation and its meaning displays a variety of different frameworks. This work explores 

the primary intonation contours in British English yes/no questions. It aims at analysing 

authentic material in order to provide a better understanding of various factors that 

motivate the speaker’s tone choice.  

The theoretical part firstly introduces the reader to the nature of English intonation. 

Secondly, the main functions of English intonation are discussed. Furthermore, the major 

intonation contours and their meanings in yes/no questions are analysed in relation to 

various phoneticians’ publications. Additionally, the phenomenon is approached form the 

didactic point of view. The role of intonation within the context of EFL and ESL 
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classrooms is touched upon, and the most common difficulties of non-native speakers as 

well as the recommended intonation features to be taught are listed. Finally, several 

English textbooks frequently used in Czech educational institutions are analysed with 

respect to their approach to intonation teaching. 

The practical part of the thesis presents a research aimed at the intonation in yes/no 

questions in authentic British English. Two sources of data, a British TV talk show and a 

British sitcom series, were analysed in regard to the primary tones in yes/no questions. 

Subsequently, the questions were divided into two categories: genuine and 

conducive/non-genuine questions. The occurrence of different intonation contours was 

scrutinised in each category and the results were discussed with reference to the chosen 

theoretical frameworks. 

Hopefully, this work will raise English teachers’ awareness of the complexity of 

intonation and will possibly enrich the often simplified approach of English textbooks to 

primary tones in yes/no questions. In addition, the thesis may serve as a source of 

inspiration for further research in the area of intonation contours and their meaning. 
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Theoretical Part 

1.  Prosody and Intonation 

A man comes home from a business meeting. He is hanging his coat on the hanger when 

his partner asks him: So? How did it go? After he briefly explains, the couple enjoy a 

lovely evening. A week later, the same man comes home from a reunion with his high 

school friends. His ex-girlfriend attended it, too. While he is putting his shoes in the 

wardrobe, his partner appears and asks him the same question: So? How did it go? The 

man snaps back and after a short argument, the couple spend the whole evening in silence. 

The example above serves to demonstrate that it is possible for the speaker to utter the 

exact same words with a rather different effect on the listener. This is because a message 

does not solely consist of the semantic value of words. In fact, there is a great amount of 

information expressed by the pace, loudness and melody of the utterance or its parts, as 

well as by the speaker’s voice quality. According to some linguists, the combination of 

“tonal height and depth along with stress, volume and varying lengths of pause“ (Allen 

74) is called intonation (Nolan 1). Others (Rogerson-Revell 179; Levis, Intonation 38) 

refer to the system of the above listed suprasegmentals as prosody while the term 

intonation is only used to describe the up and down movement of the speaker’s voice. 

Within this narrow definition, Tench describes intonation as “the linguistic use of pitch” 

(130). Similarly, Levis claims that intonation consist of “the uses of pitch that operate at 

the discourse level and can be defined in terms of distinct linguistic categories“ 

(Intonation 39). In this work, the term intonation is used in its narrow meaning. 

Despite the terminological differences among linguists, pitch, i.e. “the perceptual 

correlate of the fundamental frequency (F0)” (Wichmann et al. 2), and its changes play a 

very important role when talking about intonation (Roach 133). Pitch is, in other words, 

the listener’s perception of the speed with which the speaker’s vocal folds vibrate: the 

faster the vibration, the higher the perceived pitch, and, logically, the slower the vocal 

folds’ movement, the lower the voice pitch. 

There is a certain variety in the pitch range of individual languages. Some languages 

display a rather flat intonation. This means that the average distance between the highest 
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and the lowest frequency within the speaker’s utterance is relatively small. Conversely, 

other languages, e.g. English, tend to have a considerably wider pitch range. Moreover, 

languages as well as individual speakers do not only differ one from another in the pitch 

range. The overall pitch level of the speaker’s voice may be lower in one case while higher 

in another (Lane 89). The speaker’s pitch range is usually divided into three keys: low, 

mid and high (Wells 3; Cauldwell 49). However, some linguists suggest that only two 

categories, low and high, suffice for a functional description of the English language 

(Levis, Intonation 40). 

1.1  Tone, Tonicity, Tonality 

Unlike in the case of a written text in which individual ideas are marked by punctuation, 

in spoken discourse there is no such system of signs. Instead, the listener has to rely on a 

different set of cues while deciphering the stream of the speaker’s thoughts. Intonation 

plays a vital role in organising speech into smaller chunks. These are called intonation 

phrases (IPs) (Wells 6), although different authors use different terms, e.g. tone-unit 

(Roach 144), thought group, tone group, intonation unit, intermediate phrase, phrase 

group (Lane 87). The division of speech into intonation phrases is referred to as tonality. 

There is a general agreement among linguists that “as often as not, tonality boundaries 

coincide with clause boundaries” (Tench 134). While it is common for individual clauses 

to be marked by corresponding intonation phrases, it does not always need to be the case: 

When I came home, | she was cooking dinner. 

I think she was cooking dinner. 

The vertical line in the examples above marks the intonation phrase boundary. In reality, 

intonation is not the only signal for the hearer that one intonation phrase has finished and 

another is starting. Another good cue is a pause, whether silent or filled, made by the 

speaker between the two phrases (Grice and Bauman 29). Tench observes that “pauses 

do not always coincide with either clause boundaries or intonation unit boundaries” since 

they can often “indicate hesitation by the speaker in the process of composing their 

discourse” (135). In addition, a pause between intonation phrases is sometimes missing 

entirely. Another frequently observed feature at the boundary of two intonation phrases 
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is the tendency to lengthen the last syllable of the first phrase. Furthermore, there may be 

“an increase in the speed of unaccented syllables following the boundary” (Gimson 256). 

Each intonation phrase contains a certain number of stressed syllables; that is syllables 

more noticeable due to a louder realisation and a lesser degree of vowel reduction. A 

certain number of such stressed syllables are additionally made more prominent by “a 

distinctive pitch movement or level” (Tench 149). The last of these accented syllables is 

called the nucleus (Wells 93), also known as emphasis, sentence stress, tonic accent, 

primary phrase stress, tonic syllable (Levis, Intonation 39). In every intonation phrase 

there is one nucleus. Naturally, if there is only one stressed syllable in the phrase, it will 

also receive the nuclear accent (Wells 93): 

 A) ˈWhere are you ˈgoing? 

 B) ˈHome. 

The accented syllables are indicated with the accent mark ( ˈ ), and underlining is used to 

show the nucleus. Throughout this work, John Wells’ theory of syllabicity is followed for 

syllabification, unless an example sentence is borrowed from an author who uses a 

different syllabification approach in the original. 

The word containing the nucleus is consequently perceived by the listener as more 

prominent. Wells states that by deciding where to place the nucleus “the speaker chooses 

the tonicity of the intonation phrase” (93). One might say that while tonality facilitates 

the hearer’s orientation by dividing speech into intonation phrases, tonicity contributes to 

smoother perception by marking the most important element within an intonation phrase. 

Marking the place of the highest prominence is not the only characteristics of a nucleus. 

Furthermore, it is the syllable on which the most important pitch movement takes place 

or begins to take place (Gimson 256). The pitch contours happening before the nucleus 

are referred to as the secondary tone, the intonation patterns beginning on the nucleus 

“and ending at the end of the intonation phrase are often called the nuclear tone” (Gimson 

256) or the primary tone (Tench 158). As the term suggests, the primary tone is of the 

highest communicative importance in the intonation phrase and is often referred to simply 

as tone. 
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A language is not spoken on a monotone and, except for unvoiced sounds which briefly 

interrupt the vocal fold vibration, a human voice continuously rises and falls through any 

frequency within its range (Mott 42). It would therefore be rather complicated, if at all 

possible, to describe all potential intonation patterns. Thus, linguists are generally 

interested in the direction of the pitch change, i.e. whether the voice rises, stays level or 

falls. The basic classification of tones is falling tones (falls) and non-falling tones (Wells 

15). The non-falling tones category includes a great number of pitch contours and many 

authors find it useful to divide it into several subcategories: rising tone (rise), level tone, 

tones that rise at first before they finally fall (rise-fall) and, conversely, fall before the 

final rise (fall-rise) (Brazil 67; Cauldwell 50). Moreover, for certain purposes it is 

sometimes necessary to distinguish between a low rise and a high rise depending on how 

high within the speaker’s pitch range the tone ends, as well as between a high fall and a 

low fall depending on how high the contour begins (Gimson 257, 258). Although in 

theory, “there are some 20 possibilities of tone type” (Rogerson-Revell 186), the most 

commonly used classification includes either five tone types: fall, rise, fall-rise, rise-fall 

and level, or even a more simplified division: fall, rise, fall-rise (Wells 15; Tench 158). 

The latter classification is used in this work with ( / ) marking the rising tone, ( \ ) marking 

the fall and ( ˅ ) signalling the fall-rise contour: 

 a) I ar˅rived | and she was already \sleeping. 

 b) Are you /serious? 

Different tones carry different meanings and serve various discourse functions which are 

discussed further in section 2.3. 

1.2  Models of Intonation 

This work captures intonation in the spirit of the British School (the British Tradition), 

following the work of Palmer, Crystal, Halliday, O’Connor, Arnold, Tench, Wells (Nolan 

6; Grice and Bauman 42). Although the individual symbolic transcription and the 

theoretical assumptions differ to a certain extent from one author to another, they all share 

a unifying feature: the attention is paid to “dynamic pitch contours”, the most important 

of which is the nuclear tone (Grice and Bauman 42). The different tones, e.g. the rise, the 

fall, are “the primitives (basic units)” of the analyses (Grice and Bauman 42). The British 
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School model enables researchers to analyse all parts of the intonation phrase; however, 

the main focus is often its nuclear tone, the nucleus being clearly marked in the notation. 

Some means of transcription only include a fairly basic information about the pitch 

movements in the intonation phrase, such as the general direction of change and the 

position of the nucleus (see section 1.1). A slightly more detailed way of marking 

intonation also distinguishes between the low and the high rise (  ̗ ), ( ˊ ), and the high 

and low fall (  ̀ ), ( ˎ ): 

 A) He ˈbought a new Mer  ̀ cedes. 

 B) ˊReally? 

The most detailed notation assigns each syllable a dot whose size reflects the degree of 

stress the syllable receives. The position of each dot between two parallel horizontal lines, 

the maximal and minimal pitch of the speaker’s voice, signals the pitch on which the 

syllable is uttered. The tone is marked with a curve attached to the nucleus (Grice and 

Bauman 43). Here is an example of such transcription given by Gimson (256):  

  

Another commonly used model, in fact “the currently most widespread phonological 

framework for representing intonation” (Grice and Bauman 43) is called autosegmental-

metrical. The model began with the work of Pierrehumbert and Ladd and its current 

version used for transcription of the English language is termed ToBI (Tones and Break 

Indices) (Wells 261). While the British Tradition studies are mainly focused on the 

nucleus and the pitch contours, the ToBI system is concerned with individual segments: 

high level (H) and low level (L), and their combinations. Each stressed syllable is 

assigned an H or an L according to its F0. In addition, there is a set of symbols marking 

for instance syllables with significant pitch change (*), the intonation phrase boundary 

(%) and others. A detailed description of the ToBI model is to be found in Beckman & 

Elam (1997) (Wells 262). 

It should be noted that the autosegmental-metrical system enables a more exact 

description of the acoustic reality of the speech. However, since this work mainly 
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concerns the categorical choices rather than the exact realisation on the part of the 

speaker, it follows the more iconic notation of the British Tradition.  

2.  The Functions of Intonation 

2.1  The Role of Pitch in Different Languages 

In different languages, pitch may have a different role. In some languages, changes in 

pitch can take a similar function as a phoneme in that they can alter the lexical meaning 

of words (Mott 42). For instance, in Mandarin Chinese the word yi said on a high level 

tone means ‘one’, when uttered with a rise the meaning changes to ‘lose’, with a rise-fall 

to ‘already’ and it has yet another meaning, ‘idea’, when said with a fall (Mott 42). Such 

languages in which the use of different tones has the potential to change the lexical 

meaning of words are called tone languages. Tone languages are commonly spoken in 

South East Asia, e.g. Chinese, Thai, Vietnamese, and in Africa, among others Zulu, 

Bantu, Yoruba (Mott 42; Rogerson-Revell 180). 

Certain languages, such as Norwegian, Swedish and Japanese, use the change in pitch 

lexically in a more limited way. These are labelled pitch-accent languages (Mott 43).  For 

instance, the Swedish word tomten pronounced with a single fall on the first syllable 

means ‘the site’, while an additional peak and fall on the second syllable change the 

meaning to ‘Father Christmas’ (Mott 43). 

English belongs to the category of intonation languages (Wells 4). In such languages, 

different intonation patterns do not alter the meaning of a word, however, they can 

dramatically “affect the interpretation of an utterance in terms of the speaker’s intended 

meaning” (Rogerson-Revell 180). Nolan states that the greater tendency a certain 

language displays to use pitch in order to distinguish the meaning of words, the less 

elaborate intonation system it develops (2). On the other hand, some intonation languages, 

including English, are “agreed to have a relatively complex intonation” (Nolan 2) since it 

serves a great number of non-lexical functions.  
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2.2  Universal Tendencies in the Use of Pitch 

Despite the fact that languages often differ in their use of pitch, there are some general 

characteristics of intonation making it a partly universal feature (Wells 5). Gussenhoven 

described three codes which affect intonation and its form-function relation across 

languages: the frequency code, the production code and the effort code (Grice and 

Bauman 39).  

The frequency code suggests that smaller creatures have a smaller vocal tract with shorter 

vocal chords, thus the noise they produce will be high in pitch. Conversely, larger larynx 

will produce lower sounds. In human speech, this may mean that lower frequencies are 

related to dominance, impoliteness, assertiveness or certainty, while higher pitch might 

signal submissiveness, politeness or uncertainty (Grice and Bauman 39; Nolan 10). 

According to the production code, the subglottal air pressure is higher at the beginning of 

an utterance than towards its end, the consequence of which is a continuous lowering of 

pitch and intensity (Grice and Bauman 40). It may thus “be natural to signal newness by 

higher pitch and older information by lower pitch” (Nolan 10), as well as to suggest 

finality by a low ending and non-finality by a higher one (Grice and Bauman 40). 

The effort code describes the fact that a greater effort results in a more significant use of 

pitch. Such effort may spring from a greater physiological arousal and thus signal the 

speaker’s excitement or interest, or a place of linguistic emphasis (Nolan 10). 

2.3  The Function of Intonation in English 

Intonation languages, although not exclusively (Nolan 2), use intonation for a number of 

non-lexical purposes. The classification of functions that intonation plays in the English 

language differs from one author to another, however, many of them share common 

ground. What follows is the classification of English intonation functions according to 

Wells, Roach and Rogerson-Revell. 

2.3.1  The accentual function 

The accentual function of intonation serves to highlight a new or an important piece of 

information and is realised mainly by tonicity. Although prominence is achieved also by 

other features, among others stress and duration, “pitch changes are the most important 
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signal of information value” (Rogerson-Revell 196). While some languages use inflection 

and word order when marking prominence, English with its fairly fixed word order needs 

to rely on intonation (Rogerson-Revell 197).  

In broad focus sentences, there is a tendency to place the nucleus on the last lexical item. 

According to Altenberg, this seems to be the case in 78 % of all English utterances (174). 

However, in narrow focus sentences, i.e. in cases when the speaker wishes to emphasise 

or contrast certain pieces of information, the nucleus may fall on a lexical item further 

from the end of the intonation phrase. Mott gives the following example (47): 

 ˈPlace the ˈbroken ˈglass in the \bin. 

 ˈPlace the ˈbroken ˈglass \in the bin. (= not all round it on the floor.) 

 ˈPlace the ˈbroken \glass in the bin. (= not the broken cup, etc.) 

 ˈPlace the \broken glass in the bin. (= not the other glass or glasses.) 

 \Place the broken glass in the bin. (= don’t throw it in!) 

There are some situations in which the last lexical item rule is not followed even in broad 

focus sentence. Roach explains that while in the sentence ‘I’ve ˈgot to ˈtake the ˈdog to the 

\vet’ the rule will be followed, in ‘I’ve ˈgot to ˈtake the \dog for a walk’ the phrase ‘for a 

walk’ is “by far the most probable thing to follow” (173) and thus won’t be given 

prominence. 

Mott adds that in event sentences, in the case of final adverbials, and in “WH- sentences 

in which the WH- word is adjectival” (39), the nucleus often comes earlier in the 

intonation phrase: 

 The \bus is coming. 

 I ˈalways have \cornflakes for breakfast. 

 What \car has your brother got? 

In some cases, the difference in the tonicity of a sentence changes its meaning, even 

though neither of the options is a narrow focus sentence (Mott 38): 

 I have in\struction to leave. X I have inˈstructions to \leave. 

Wells believes that highlighting or accentuation “is one of the most important functions 

of English intonation” (11). 
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2.3.2  The attitudinal function 

Intonation often conveys the speaker’s attitude both to the subject matter as well as the 

listener. Rogerson-Revell says that “in its narrowest sense, the attitudinal function of 

intonation relates the use of a particular tone to the expression of a particular attitude” 

(192). Such generalisations have been made that a fall-rise often signals reservation, 

hesitation or consolation while a fall on expressions such as ‘\Thank you’ or ‘Good 

\morning’ means gratitude or sincerity (Rogerson-Revell 193). Similarly, a rise-falling 

contour often means surprise or being impressed (Roach 168). 

While many authors agree on the fact that intonation plays a role in expressing attitudes, 

they do not accept the attitudinal function without reservation. Rogerson-Revell sees its 

main problem in that labelling individual sentences with emotions cannot lead to a 

meaningful generalisation about the meaning of individual tones. Moreover, she believes 

that other prosodic features play an important role in conveying the speaker’s attitude too 

(193). Roach echoes this saying that especially in the case of expressing attitudes, all 

sequential, prosodic and paralinguistic features need to be taken into consideration. He 

adds that “of those rules and generalisations that could be made about conveying attitudes 

through intonation, those which are actually not wrong are likely to be too trivial” (168). 

Wichmann et al. say that “attitudes are not inherent to any particular contours or other 

phonetic patterning” (8). Furthermore, Ladd et al. emphasise the importance of context 

in inferring attitudes of the speaker (128). 

2.3.3  The discourse function 

The discourse approach to intonation elevates the point of view from the level of 

individual phrases or sentences and looks at how intonation works on longer stretches of 

speech or conversations. Brazil attempts to generalise the effects of individual tones on 

discourse. He states the following: “Our initial question in not: ‘What is the 

communicative value of tone x?’; we have to rather ask: ‘What are the preferences of 

choosing tone x in preference to another?’” (Value 67).  

Rather than capturing the exact phonetic reality of a conversation, Brazil works with an 

abstract opposition of two tones: proclaiming (p) and referring (r), where the former 
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corresponds to the fall and the latter to the rise or the fall-rise (Value 69). The basic idea 

of such opposition refers to the distinction between the shared and the unknown in a 

conversation. Each of two speakers in a conversation has a certain knowledge which 

partly overlaps with that of the other speaker. The shared knowledge forms what Brazil 

calls common ground (Value 70). A general observation is that the speaker talks about 

information included in the common ground using referring tone. Conversely, pieces of 

information which are expected to broaden the listener’s knowledge as something new 

are signalled with proclaiming tone. Brazil uses the following illustration, where accented 

syllables are written in capital letters and the nucleus is additionally underlined (Value 

71): 

 a) // r WHEN i’ve finished MIDdlemarch // p i shall READ adam BEDE // 

 b) // p WHEN i’ve finished MIDdlemarch // r i shall READ adam BEDE // 

In a), the speaker presumes that the fact he/she is in the process of reading Middlemarch 

is known to the listener and the intention to read Adam Bede is presented as new 

information. On the other hand, in b) the listener is expected to know about the speaker’s 

intention to read Adam Bede, however, he/she does not know when the speaker wishes 

to do so. 

Brazil also relates the use of tones to social relationships between the speaker and the 

listener. He suggests that the speaker’s choice of rising tones over fall-rising contours in 

situations such as business meetings, lectures or public speeches, is a signal of social 

dominance (Pronunciation 54). Moreover, he observes that the key at the end of the 

speaker’s utterance signals the key expected from the listener in his response. Brazil states 

that high termination expects high response, often used in evaluation or adjudication, mid 

termination expects mid key response, e.g. agreement or concurrence, and finally, low 

key termination has no expectations from the listener (Pronunciation 246). 

Many authors (e.g. Wells, Roach, Gimson) believe that in discourse, intonation also 

serves as a signal whether the speaker has finished his turn or whether there is more 

information to come. The fall-rising pattern is often associated with non-finality, while 

the fall may indicate that the listener is now welcome to contribute to the conversation 

(Wells 26-7). In a sentence taken from Brazil (Value 71) in which a newsreader moves 

on to a new topic // r in the MEN’s SINGles final // r at WIMBledon // . . . , the referring 

tone would thus be interpreted as a cue that there is more information to come. 
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Interestingly enough, Brazil explains its use within his framework by stating that potential 

viewers would most probably be expecting information about the men’s singles final, 

being aware of the ongoing Wimbledon tournament, under which circumstances the 

phrases would be a part of the common ground (Value 71). 

While most authors appreciate Brazil’s tendency to look at the function of intonation at 

the discourse rather than sentence level, some mention that it is, for instance, not always 

easy to distinguish between what is new and what given (Rogerson-Revell 200). In spite 

of this, intonation undoubtedly plays a crucial role in discourse organisation, and the 

discourse function may in some ways be a hyperonym of many of the other commonly 

listed functions assigned to intonation (Roach 19). 

2.3.4  The grammatical function 

“Intonation divides utterances up into their major constituents and may serve to 

distinguish between statements, questions and exclamations” (Mott 44). In other words, 

intonation relates to the grammatical level of an utterance by the use of tone choice and 

by tonality.  

Tonality is in fact the only cue that can signal the difference between a defining and non-

defining relative clause or help avoid ambiguity in the case of adverbial modification 

(Rogerson-Revell 194). Roach mentions the following example where the listener relies 

entirely on the tonality used by the speaker (19): 

 ˈThose who ˈsold ˅quickly | ˈmade a \profit. 

 ˈThose who ˅sold | ˈquickly ˈmade a \profit. 

Mott adds the distinction between defining and descriptive appositional phrases, and 

cases when tonality implies whether a direct object is linked to one or two verbs (46): 

 She ˈdressed and ˈfed the \baby.  

 She /dressed | and ˈfed the \baby. 

Additionally, the choice of tone may be bound to a particular sentence type. Traditionally, 

statements, commands and wh-questions are associated with a falling tone, and yes/no 

questions tend to end with a rise (Wells 15). 
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In some situations, tone is a reliable and predictable cue to correctly interpret the 

speaker’s utterance. It is the case of distinguishing between a question and a statement or 

between a question and an exclamation (Mott 46): 

 ˈAren’t their ˈchildren /good? X ˈAren’t their ˈchildren \good! 

Perhaps the most elegant notion about intonation is that stated by McCarthy: “the more 

we look at intonation and grammar, the more we are forced to conclude that they are 

separate systems which work independently, but in harmony, to contribute to discourse 

meaning” (106). 

Furthermore, Wells mentions two additional functions of intonation which do not often 

occur in other authors’ classifications. According to him, the listener often uses intonation 

in order to memorize and remember longer stretches of speech, e.g. while preparing for a 

presentation or memorising a phone number. Wells calls this the psychological function. 

Moreover, the indexical function of intonation helps to express people’s personality and 

individuality as well as belonging to a certain group, for instance clergymen, lawyers or 

mothers (12).  

According to Gimson, the main functions of linguistic pitch changes in English are 

intonational phrasing achieved by tonality and highlighting of new information realised 

by tonicity (Gimson 265). 

Further, Gimson states that different tones may carry different meanings in terms of 

attitudes of the speaker. He believes that the meanings of individual tones are not 

completely general. Consequently, Gimson interconnects the attitudinal and the 

grammatical function by dividing phrases into eight categories and discussing the tone 

meaning within each one of them: major declaratives, minor declaratives, wh-

interrogatives, yes/no interrogatives, tag-interrogatives, imperatives, exclamatives, social 

formulae (Gimson 267).  

Similarly, Grice and Bauman recognise the value of intonation in relation to speech acts, 

namely constatives, directives, commissives and acknowledgments (37). 

Tench approaches intonation functions from a slightly different perspective. He does not 

provide their classification as such. Instead, he individually scrutinizes tone, tonality and 

tonicity (see 1.1) and observes, how certain changes in each of these areas influence the 

utterance (Tench 130-75).  
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3.  Intonation in yes/no questions 

As mentioned above, most intonation textbooks tend to assign each sentence type a 

default pitch contour. While the falling tone is frequently associated with statements, 

commands and wh-questions, yes/no questions are often said with a rise. However, such 

generalisations have repeatedly been challenged and often perceived as inadequate. 

Kreidler says that “contrary to popular belief, all analysts of English intonation have 

insisted that there is no melody which is exclusively associated with one type of sentence” 

(182-83). Similarly, Rogerson-Revell states that “the relationship between grammar and 

tone choice is far from clear” (195) and Wells concludes that “there is no simple 

predictable relationship between sentence type and tone choice” (15). 

Although some authors are hesitant about a strict and dogmatic pairing of sentence types 

and their default contours, not all of them reject such associations entirely. For instance, 

Wells believes that although making generalisation about the relationship of intonation 

contours and sentence types will always be inaccurate, it is still convenient to attempt to 

do so, especially in order to provide English learners with some basic points of reference 

(15). 

A sentence type whose default intonation contour is often explicitly emphasised both in 

intonation textbooks as well as general EFL and ESL materials is a yes/no question. 

Cruttenden states that “yes/no interrogatives ask for an opinion about the truth of a 

proposition” (Intonation 161). They allow two possible answers, yes and no, or 

expressions of a degree of certainty such as ‘possibly’ or ‘I don’t know’.  In English, 

yes/no questions are grammatically marked by the subject-verb inversion, as in ‘Did you 

go to the concert?’ However, especially in informal speech a sentence can appear to be a 

statement at the formal level while its function is to ask for a yes/no answer: ‘You went 

to the concert?’ The meaning of such sentences frequently corresponds to ‘Are you saying 

that you went to the concert?’ In this work, such declarative questions are also regarded 

as yes/no questions. 

The following section summarises the notion of different authors about the intonation in 

yes/no questions.  

Wells agrees with Gimson and Roach that the default intonation pattern in yes/no 

questions is the final rise: 
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 ˈAre you /coming? 

If the question has a negative polarity, it is usually also uttered with the rise (Wells 45): 

 ˈHasn’t he come to the /party? 

Some sentences have the structure of a yes/no question, however, their aim is not so much 

to receive an answer as it is to express a request. They, too, are generally pronounced with 

the rise (46): 

 ˈWould you pass me the /salt? 

Since declarative questions seek to receive either a confirmation or a rejection, they are 

listed in this classification although Wells does not include them in the yes/no questions 

chapter. He says that declarative questions are generally said with the rise, although they 

may occasionally receive the fall-rise or even the fall (36): 

 You’ll be ˈcoming to /dinner? 

 You ˈdidn’t go and ˅tell him? 

 You mean he ˈdidn’t turn \up? 

Gimson (270) adds that while the low rise is the traditional polite way of asking yes/no 

questions in British English, American English makes a more frequent use of the high 

rise. 

In some situations, yes/no questions frequently end with the falling contour. Wells calls 

it the insistent fall as the question sounds more insistent, businesslike or even threatening 

(46): 

 ˈDid you steal the \car? 

 ˈHave you got a \proof? 

The insistent fall is also used when a question is being repeated for the listener: 

 A: ˈDid she /come? 

 B: /Pardon? 

 A: I ˅said, | ˈdid she \come. 

Furthermore, Wells states that during guessing games, the first guess is often said with 

the rise, yet the following attempts end with the falling tone (46): 
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 A: ˈAre you an /actor? 

 B: ˅No. 

 A: ˈAre you a \singer? 

 B: \No. 

 A: ˈAre you a \painter, then? 

Gimson also believes that the falling contour in a yes/no question “marks it as brusque 

and demanding” (270): 

 (Tom explained it all to me.) But ˈdo you under\stand it? 

Tench uses a term conducive question to talk about a sentence in a form of a yes/no 

question but with the aim to conduce the listener’s response. Such questions, Tench 

demonstrates, are also said with the fall (168): 

 aren t you going to dive \in 

Tench also believes that “we sometimes use interrogatives to get people to say something 

(‘prompts’) or as a preliminary to something we wish to tell (‘lead-ins’)” (168). His 

example sentences show that such questions also tend to end with a fall: 

 have you considered the \consequences (Tell me what you think) 

 did you hear what happened to Gus \Hughes (Well, I’m going to tell you!) 

Finally, Tench mentions the difference between open list questions and closed list 

questions (168): 

 was it /you | /Bernard | or /Joe (not completed) 

 was it /you | /Bernard | or \Joe (It was one of you) 

Thompson disagrees with a default tone being associated with yes/no questions as she 

believes such a label is misleading (240). She claims that both the fall and the rise are of 

the same importance, and relates the choice of one or the other to the distinction between 

conducive and non-conducive questions as discussed in Hudson (1975) and Tench (1988) 

(239). Conducive questions are such questions to which the speaker knows (or believes 

he/she knows) the answer and only asks the listener for confirmation. Such questions are 

usually said with the falling tone. On the other hand, non-conducive questions are 

associated with the rising tone and their aim is to ask for information the speaker does not 

know while the listener might (239): 
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 A: Was \Rob there? 

 B: Yes, he was. 

 A: I thought so, he told me he would come. 

X 

 A: So I ˈsee there was a \party. | Was /Rob there? 

Brazil admits that yes/no questions might be said with a rise more often than with a fall. 

He discusses the P/R (proclaiming/referring tone) opposition (Value 106): 

 a) // p DO you prefer THAT one // 

 b) // r DO you prefer THAT one // 

In a), the speaker does not know whether the listener does or does not prefer a certain 

thing and seeks for an answer. In b), Brazil claims that the communicative value is: “Am 

I right in assuming you do?” (Value 106). 

Similarly, in a sentence // p WILL you have COFfee // , the speaker is trying to find out 

which of the possible options the listener prefers, e.g. coffee, tea, lemonade, or 

alternatively have a drink, read a book, listen to music. On the other hand, the same 

sentence said with referring tone means that the speaker takes the common, obvious 

option of having coffee for granted, as something already decided by the social situation. 

Brazil says that “there is no implication that there is a choice, nor is the respondent put in 

the position of having to make a decision which will be world-changing for his/her host” 

(108).  

Another example Brazil uses to illustrate his point is a short interaction (Value 109): 

 Speaker A: I can’t find my book. 

 Speaker B: // r IS it robinson CRUsoe // 

The referring tone suggests that rather than mentioning a title from the range of hundreds 

or thousands of books known to speaker B, he/she is referring to a book he/she saw in the 

morning lying around the house. 

Brazil believes that situations in which the speaker asks a yes/no question only wishing 

to check whether his/her assumption is true, are probably more common in life. 

Consequently, the authors tend to assign this grammatical structure the rising tone as the 

default intonation contour (Value 109). 
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Brazil summarises the use of proclaiming/referring tone in yes/no questions in the 

following statement: 

 

With proclaiming tone, the speaker asks for the removal of uncertainty 

with respect to one of a number of existentially possible options: he/she 

projects a context in which the response is so far un-negotiated and, trying 

out one of the options, offers it for the hearer to concur with or reject. 

Concurrence or rejection will, it is acknowledged, alter the speaker’s world 

view. With referring tone, the speaker tentatively projects a context in 

which the response has been negotiated: all he/she asks of a respondent is 

confirmation (or denial) that the assumption he/she is making about the 

common ground is the proper one. (Brazil, Value 108) 

 

Further, Brazil observes the players’ behaviour during guessing games. He states that at 

the beginning of a game, the players are simply guessing an answer from a range of 

options in order to narrow down the possibilities. Later, their guesses become more 

informed and based on previous deductions. He says that “while players present their 

guesses with proclaiming tones, they present their deductions or hunches with referring 

tones” (107). 

The different frameworks discussed above prove that while there is general consensus on 

both the falling and the rising tone being commonly heard in yes/no questions, what 

motivates the choice of one tone over the other remains, to a certain degree, unclear and 

not easy to generalise. It could perhaps be noted that the widely accepted associations 

with the rising contour, e.g. politeness and uncertainty, also apply to its use in yes/no 

questions. However, even such a statement, careful as it may be, might be proved 

inadequate in many situations in authentic discourse. 
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4.  Teaching Intonation in EFL and ESL Classrooms 

4.1  Competing Ideologies 

Linguists as well as teaching experts agree that intonation is vastly important for mutual 

understanding between speakers. However, Rogerson-Revell mentions that there are 

great differences among teachers regarding the importance of intonation in English 

classrooms (201). Such differences may be partly linked to the relative importance of 

segmental and suprasegmental features in English teaching. 

During a large part of the twentieth century, segmentals were the centre of pronunciation 

teaching (Rogerson-Revell 201). In its last three decades, suprasegmental features 

received a higher attention of teaching experts and gradually became more relevant for 

English learners (Levis, Paradigms 369). In recent years, there have been some 

tendencies of shifting the focus from prosody back to segmental features. However, such 

voices have mainly been concerned with non-native speakers’ communities, i.e. with 

communication in English as an international language (EIL) (Levis, Paradigms 369). 

Another issue closely related to the varied degree of intonation importance in classrooms 

is the ideology followed by textbook authors as well as language teachers. Levis states 

that the two main competing ideologies are the nativeness principle and the intelligibility 

principle (Paradigms 370).  

The nativeness principle, which was popular especially before the 1960s, puts native-like 

pronunciation as a realistic and desirable pronunciation goal of English lessons. 

Following this ideology, intonation mastered on both the receptive and the productive 

level in all its complexity is logically seen as fundamental. In the past 50 years, research 

has attempted to challenge the general ability of non-native English speakers to achieve 

a native-like pronunciation, and thus question the relevance of the nativeness principle. 

Roach states that unless learners have the opportunity to regularly interact with native 

speakers, they are “not likely to learn English intonation” (3rd edition 153). Jenkins 

believes that the reason why intonation is so difficult to learn springs from the fact that in 

the speaker’s mother tongue, intonation is learned at a young age and thus is very deep-

rooted (152). It is then difficult to bring intonation to the conscious level and try to 

overwrite the mother tongue patterns with English intonation system. Levis agrees with 
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this notion and argues against the nativeness principle. He complains that “many teachers, 

especially those unfamiliar with pronunciation research, may see the rare learner who 

achieves a native-like accent as an achievable ideal, not an exception” (Paradigms 370). 

The intelligibility principle sees mutual understanding of the speakers as the main goal of 

pronunciation lessons. In other words, it does not aim at native-like pronunciation but 

rather addresses those features of pronunciation that have the greatest impact on 

successful communication (Levis, Paradigms 371). 

It is only logical that the learner’s pronunciation goal is largely dependent on the context 

in which he/she intends to use the English language. Research, e.g. Jenkins and Setter 

(2005), suggests that while native speakers’ understanding depends more on 

suprasegmental features, non-native speakers pay greater attention to the segmentals in 

their conversation partner’s speech (Rogerson-Revell 242). Consequently, the nativeness 

principle applied to intonation as a prosodic feature of pronunciation would appear to be 

more relevant in EFL or ESL classrooms than in EIL context. 

4.2  Common Problems of Non-native Speakers 

Jilka claims that in some cases an intonation error cannot be traced back to its origin since 

a great number of deviances from the norm are caused by individual factors. He believes 

that such errors are caused by the misinterpretation of the situation or a “general inability 

to deal with complex cognitive demands that leads to the assignment of more or less 

random tonal patterns” (87). 

Another category of intonation errors, one that a great number of experts agree on, are 

those caused by negative transfer from the speaker’s native language. In this case, Jilka 

distinguishes two subtypes: transfer of a native category to the target language within a 

specific discourse situation and transfer of an equivalent tonal category with a different 

phonetic realization (83-4). The former happens when in the same situation the prosodic 

features in L1 and L2 differ. The latter means that both languages use the same tone in 

the same situation; however, there is a slight or even considerable difference in its 

phonetic realisation. Mennen agrees that distinguishing between an error in the choice of 

a phonological category and its phonetic implementation is crucial to intonation teaching 

(4). Furthermore, he emphasizes that different languages use different markers of 
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prominence, e.g. pitch, loudness and duration, to a different extent (8). Consequently, a 

speaker whose mother tongue mainly uses pitch as a prominence marker may perceive 

the speech of a person whose L1 relies primarily on loudness as having incorrect nucleus 

placement, even if the location of nuclei is in fact correct. 

Cruz-Ferreira studied the perception of intonation meaning by Brazilian Portuguese and 

American English speakers. She discovered that when the two languages used the same 

intonation to transfer the same meaning, the speakers had no difficulty interpreting it 

correctly. When the two languages used different intonation patterns to transfer the same 

meaning, the misinterpretations occurred consistently. Finally, when “no corresponding 

intonation pattern existed in the native language, listeners were random in their 

interpretations of meaning” (Levis, Intonation 42). 

According to Mennen, studies show that regardless of their L1 background, learners of 

English as their L2 tend to produce the following errors (2): 

 a narrower pitch range 

 problems with the correct placement of prominence 

 replacement of rises with falls and vice versa 

 incorrect pitch on unstressed syllables 

 difference in final pitch rise 

 starting pitch too low 

 problems with reset from low level to mid level after a boundary 

 a smaller declination rate 

Lane specifies that the most common intonation errors are “the use of pitch to make 

important words prominent, in particular, the use of contrastive stress (e.g. This is 

YOURS, not MINE); a difficulty using rising intonation with utterances other than yes- 

no questions; and a corresponding overuse of falling intonation” (89). Furthermore, she 

claims that since higher level students have repeatedly performed better in intonation 

testing compared to their lower level colleagues, intonation would appear to be, at least 

to some extent, a learnable matter. 
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4.3  Intonation Features to Be Taught 

As stated above, the place of intonation in the English language classrooms largely 

depends on the ideology of the teacher and the English use context. These will logically 

influence the intonation features presented to and required from the students. 

In 2000, Jenkins summarised her research in non-native speakers’ (NNSs) community in 

lingua franca core. She suggested revisiting the approach to pronunciation teaching in 

EIL classrooms and offered a recommendation of core pronunciation features which are 

fundamental for mutual understanding. She proposed to emphasise these features in the 

classroom and disregard the rest as communicatively unimportant. The only 

suprasegmental feature Jenkins stresses in her lingua franca core as being 

communicatively important is the correct nuclear stress placement (153-5). In fact, she 

believes that “it is one of the most important features of the core” (151) and explains that 

it “is the most important key to the speaker’s intended meaning” (153).  

Levis and Pickering believe that intonation needs to be taught in discourse. They claim 

that the traditional sentence-level approach is not sufficient and demonstrate it on their 

research (506). They analysed and compared the intonation of native speakers reading a 

set of unrelated sentences and the same sentences incorporated in a meaningful text. The 

onset pitch of each paragraph in the coherent text was measured and compared to the 

onset pitch in the corresponding sentence when read separately. Levis and Pickering 

found that due to the use of paratones in the case of the coherent text, there was a 

considerable difference in the onset pitch. Furthermore, they observed that the coherent 

text displayed a significantly higher occurrence of rising tones, although all the sentences 

were statements (513-4). Consequently, they suggest teaching intonation at the discourse 

level and strongly recommend the use of visualisation technology in pronunciation 

lessons saying that “effective intonation practice without computers is ultimately 

restricted 

to teachers and students with good micro-listening skills“ (517). 

Moreover, Levis sees several problems in the current intonation teaching. He says, for 

instance, that at least in North American textbooks, the nuclear accent is associated with 

a step up in pitch on the accented syllable. However, he states that “research has 

increasingly shown that English speakers also use nuclear stress that falls or remains 
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almost constant in pitch” (Intonation 44). Further, Levis believes that the popular linking 

of intonation and grammar is inappropriate (Intonation 48). In addition, he claims that 

“statements about affective meaning and intonation are neither very helpful nor accurate” 

(Intonation 50). As a consequence of his complaints about some EFL and ESL intonation 

teaching tendencies, Levis proposes the following principles (Intonation 53-9): 

 teach intonation in an explicit context 

 make learnable and generalizable statements about meaning 

 teach intonation in the context of a communicative purpose 

 teach intonation with realistic language 

Similarly, Lane offers her own tips for intonation teaching (95): 

 teach highlighting of key words to help students make their meaning clearer 

 use short utterances to illustrate intonation patterns 

 teach intonation patterns that occur at the ends of utterances 

 practice the intonation of communicatively useful language that your students 

know how to use 

 isolate intonation patterns using nonsense syllables to make them easier to hear 

 integrate intonation work with classroom work on other English skills 

 encourage monotone students to use their voices more 

Rogerson-Revel looks individually at tonality, tonicity and tone choice, and combines her 

perspective with that of her colleagues. 

She agrees with Cruttenden that the division of longer stretches of speech into intonation 

phrases should be fairly natural for many speakers regardless of their language 

background (203). However, adverbials such as ‘actually’ and ‘finally’ often receive their 

own intonation unit which might be unnatural for some speakers. Such cases should be 

emphasised in lessons since their mastery “can be a considerable aid to comprehension 

and fluency” (203). Dalton and Seidelhofer suggest that intonation phrases often 

correspond to largely prefabricated expressions, which might be further explored in 

intonation teaching (Rogerson-Revell 203). Jenkins adds that although there is little 

evidence that incorrect tonality causes communication breakdowns, it is an important 

feature while explaining and practicing nuclear stress placement, a skill “crucial for 

intelligibility” (153, 156). 

Regardless of whether the learner’s aim is to interact with other NNSs of English or to 

achieve a near native-like pronunciation, the correct placement of nucleus appears to be 
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fundamentally important (Rogerson-Revell 203). Rogerson-Revell emphasises that due 

to its fairly fixed word order, English mainly relies on accentuation and de-accentuation 

when signalling new and old information. This is, however, not the case in many 

European languages whose native speakers are often unaware of this English intonation 

function (203). Since its incorrect use may, in some cases, cause misunderstandings or 

even breakdowns in communication, nuclear stress placement should be emphasised in 

English lessons at both the receptive and the productive level, “regardless of the level of 

proficiency aimed at” (204). 

Unlike in the case of the nucleus placement, the importance of the appropriate tone 

contour seems to vary according to the aim of the learner and the context in which he/she 

intends to communicate. Jenkins believes that the correct tone choice is of little 

importance for mutual understanding in EIL communities and thus suggests not 

addressing this feature in EIL classrooms (153). Gilbert agrees that this is the case in 

intonation languages, and adds that as long as the nuclear stress is given to the right word 

and thus makes it salient, it is of little importance which tone the speaker chooses (234). 

Cruttenden also believes that only learners aiming at a native-like level of pronunciation 

should focus on the correct tone choice (Pronunciation 325). He especially emphasises 

the attention to the fall-rise pattern for “warnings, reservation and contradictions” (325) 

and in the case of interrogatives which, he mentions, are said with the fall-rise more 

commonly than with the high rise. Furthermore, high level learners should also pay 

attention to pre-nuclear intonation patterns (325). In addition, Rogerson-Revell states that 

“there is considerable regional variation in the realization of pitch movement and tone 

choice, unlike other components of intonation such as nuclear stress placement and 

thought group division where there is little variation” (205). This may be another 

supporting argument for a lesser focus on tone choice in English lessons, and a further 

proof that this intonation feature is not crucial for successful communication. Moreover, 

Rogerson-Revell suggests “the most useful generalisation” to be made about tone choice: 

the falling contour suggests completeness while the fall-rise and the rise signal 

incompleteness (205). 
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4.4  Yes/no questions  

Intonation is often neglected in English textbooks as well as lessons, whether this is due 

to the lack of the teacher’s confidence, competence, or whether it is a result of the 

teacher’s beliefs. However, a feature which often appears on the pages of English 

textbooks and one confidently taught by many teachers is the intonation in yes/no 

questions, often contrasted with that of wh-questions (Thompson 235). The rule is usually 

simple: yes/no questions are said with a rising intonation. Only few books imply the 

occasional use of the falling contour, e.g. Life Intermediate. 

The attitude towards yes/no questions intonation in English classrooms complies with the 

discussion above. The advocates of lingua franca core believe that explicit instructions 

regarding yes/no questions intonation are not necessarily to be taught. Interestingly 

enough, some linguists and teaching experts who disagree with certain points of Jenkins’s 

set of core features, do support the notion of yes/no questions intonation instructions 

being redundant. Levis says that Jenkins’s conclusions about the unimportance of the tone 

choice “may be too strong for intonation as a whole” (Yes/no questions 378). 

Nevertheless, he agrees that such notion “seems to be accurate in regard to yes/no 

questions” (378). Although Levis admits that both the falling and the rising intonation is 

common in yes/no questions, he believes that it “does not appear to affect meaning much” 

(376). He adds that the generalisations regarding yes/no questions do “not hold up well 

under scrutiny” (376). Levis concludes that  

 

because there is little clear meaning difference that can be attributed to 

intonation on yes/no questions for even native varieties, intonation on 

these questions is likely to play little or no role in intelligibility . . . and 

should thus be de-emphasized in pedagogy. (Yes/no questions 378-9) 

 

It seems obvious that the place of intonation in the English language classrooms, perhaps 

more than any other area of pronunciation teaching, depends largely on the students’ 

needs. Features such as the nuclear stress placement and tonality appear to be of core 

importance for students regardless of their aims, while other areas such as tone choice 

may be left only for learners aiming at a near-native pronunciation to explore. However, 
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it would appear beneficial to expose all students to as much authentic language recordings 

and videos as possible since in today’s world, the occasional encounter with TV news, 

radio programs, airport announcements and other forms of spoken English is almost 

inevitable. If the conditions allow it, a contextualised and reasonably generalised 

explanation of all the above discussed features followed by carefully designed practice 

cannot harm. At least those students with excellent listening and speaking sub-skills will 

undoubtedly benefit from such teaching approach in the future. 

5.  Textbook Research – Approach to Intonation Teaching  

This chapter provides a comparison of four current English textbooks in terms of 

intonation instructions and activities. Moreover, it analyses the approach to intonation in 

yes/no questions in two series of pronunciation textbooks which may be used by Czech 

teachers as additional material. 

The analysed books are New English File (Oxford University Press), Success (Pearson 

Longman), Face2Face (Cambridge University Press) and Life (National Geographic 

Learning). The choice was made based on the author’s teaching experience as well as a 

discussion with several secondary school English teachers. The first three titles are 

frequently used at Czech secondary schools, the fourth one is a relatively new book with 

a slightly different teaching approach. Each book was published by a different publisher. 

Three levels of each text book, elementary, intermediate and advanced, were analysed in 

order to compare the intonation instructions not only in terms of different titles but also 

across individual levels. 

The research revealed that the Success series completely ignores suprasegmental features. 

Intonation is only mentioned once when, during a listening activity, students are 

encouraged to pay attention to sounding polite. However, except for this occasion the 

series only focuses on the segmental elements of pronunciation teaching.  

Face2Face addresses suprasegmentals significantly more often, especially in the 

elementary edition. Students are mostly asked to pay attention to a certain feature such as 

intonation in ‘Would you like to…?’ questions and in reactions showing interest, and 

subsequently imitate the intonation contours. Moreover, learners are asked to notice 

intonation used to show concern and to ask for permission. However, the book never says 
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explicitly which intonation pattern is used. Learners are only asked to listen to and repeat 

after the native speakers on the recordings. In the intermediate edition, contrast stress is 

touched upon too. 

New English File and Life concern intonation to a considerably greater extent. Features 

such as sentence stress, related to weak forms and content words are addressed almost in 

every unit of both books. The books use the term sentence stress in relation to stressing 

prominent and destressing less important words in an utterance. Only on a few occasions, 

students are asked to notice the most important word in a sentence and thus made aware 

of the nucleus placement. Moreover, intonation in yes/no questions, wh-questions and 

questions listing more options is repeatedly discussed, as well as pausing on commas, 

question tags intonation, intonation to show disbelief or interest, and intonation on 

adverbials such as ‘really’ and ‘absolutely’. Students are generally asked to notice the 

intonation contour the speaker uses in order to achieve a particular response from the 

listener or to express a certain emotion, nevertheless, they are not told the rules in an 

explicit way. 

Concerning the comparison of individual levels, the Face2Face series addresses 

intonation mainly at the elementary and the intermediate level, while the advanced edition 

does not include any pronunciation features whatsoever. New English File and Life evenly 

distribute intonation-related activities across all three levels. The elementary editions 

mainly deal with issues such as sentence stress, weak forms and intonation contours in 

yes/no questions and wh-questions. Editions aimed at students of higher proficiency 

concern more specific features, e.g. expressing emotions, sounding polite, intonation in 

subordinate clauses, intonation in interruptions, and contrastive stress. 

The brief comparison shows that while in their treatment of grammar and lexis the books 

display a rather similar approach, the differences in intonation-related issues are striking. 

Interestingly, the correct nucleus placement, a feature generally accepted as fundamental 

for mutual understanding, is not addressed to a greater extent in any of the books. 

Admittedly, both the New English File and the Life series include the issue of sentence 

stress in almost every unit of the books; however, they are mainly concerned with the 

difference between stressed and unstressed words, rather than the communicatively most 

important part of an utterance. 
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Moreover, two series of pronunciation textbooks, New Headway Pronunciation (Oxford 

University Press) and English Pronunciation in Use (Cambridge) were analysed. The 

publications may be employed by Czech English teachers as a supplementary source for 

pronunciation training. New Headway Pronunciation (NHP) was scrutinised at three 

levels: pre-intermediate, intermediate and upper-intermediate. Similarly, three volumes 

of English Pronunciation in Use (EPU), elementary, intermediate and advanced, were 

studied. Since both titles concern the English language pronunciation, it was assumed that 

the phenomenon of intonation would undoubtedly be present. For this reason, it had been 

decided to focus exclusively on the approach to intonation contours in yes/no questions. 

NHP elementary tells the reader that yes/no questions are pronounced with the rise. In 

addition, it introduces students to alternative questions in which all items receive the rise 

except for the final alternative pronounced with the fall. In both cases, students are asked 

to practice their listening skills, marking the intonation they hear. The intermediate level 

approaches the issue of showing interest through short questions, e.g.: 

A: In winter I went to Africa. 

B: Did you? 

Sounding interested is achieved with the use of the fall-rising contour. Students are also 

advised to start the tone higher in their register when highly interested. Similarly, the 

reader is recommended to use the fall-rise when making a polite request. According to 

the textbook, it is important to step up on the nucleus before beginning the fall. The upper-

intermediate level encourages students to listen to a conversation and mark whether the 

questions rise or fall. The provided conclusion instructs the reader to use rising intonation 

in yes/no questions and the falling tone in wh-questions. It is also mentioned that 

statements can sometimes be made into questions by using the rise, too. 

English Pronunciation in Use does not approach the primary tones in yes/no questions at 

the elementary level. Admittedly, the intonation in yes/no questions within a dialogue is 

sometimes suggested using various arrows (rising, fall-rising and falling) while 

introducing a different feature. In such cases, the most common contour is the rise or the 

fall-rise, especially in short questions expressing surprise and interest such as ‘Really?’ 

or ‘Is it?’. Nevertheless, no explanation regarding the use of the particular tones is 

provided. 
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At the intermediate level, EPU explains the difference between open questions where the 

answer could be anything from the logically acceptable range of items, and the check 

questions in which the speaker believes her/she knows the answer and only wants to 

confirm it. In the former the voice usually goes down, while in the latter the rising tone is 

more natural. Interestingly, no distinction is made between yes/no and wh-questions at 

this point. Furthermore, in one chapter the alternative questions are introduced; 

nonetheless, attention is paid to the nucleus placement rather than intonation itself. 

In EPU advanced, two chapters are dedicated to intonation in questions. In one of them, 

a distinction is made between finding out new information and making sure that the 

speaker’s assumption is correct. In the case of the latter, the question will receive the 

rising tone. The book explains that since yes/no questions very often serve to only make 

sure that the assumption is correct, they are often pronounced with the rise. However, 

sometimes, when the purpose of the question is to find out a new piece of information, it 

will receive the falling contour. It should be mentioned at this point that such 

classification slightly differs from that provided by Thompson and Tench (see section 3) 

who claim that genuine yes/no questions are pronounced with the rise while non/genuine 

are said with the falling tone. 

Furthermore, students are told that sometimes a yes/no question is used as a comment or 

exclamation in order to express surprise. If such a question is negative, it is often said 

with the fall. Positive questions, on the other hand, often receive the rising contour. In 

addition, if a yes/no question is used to make a suggestion or give instructions to the 

listener, it is usually said with the fall. Finally, the reader is advised to use the fall-rise in 

situations which require sounding polite or/and friendly. 

The vast differences between some of the books only confirm the uncertain and hard-to-

define position intonation still has in English classrooms. Furthermore, it shows that 

including intonation instructions and activities in the lesson plan often depends, perhaps 

more than in the case of other aspects of English teaching, on the teacher’s beliefs, attitude 

and motivation. 
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Practical Part 

The theoretical part of the work demonstrated the complexity of English intonation, 

special attention was paid to the different contours found in yes/no questions. 

The practical part of the thesis scrutinises the use of intonation in yes/no questions uttered 

by native speakers of British English, and relates the findings to the theoretical 

assumptions. The aim of the research is to find out whether the rising tone is the prevalent 

intonation contour in English yes/no questions as stated in literature. Furthermore, it 

adopts Tench’s (1988) and Thompson’s (1995) division of yes/no questions into two 

groups, conducive/non-genuine and non-conducive/genuine questions, and analyses the 

intonation patterns in both categories. Thirdly, deviations from the expected norm are 

analysed in relation to stylistic, pragmatic and sociolinguistic variations. 

Considering the complex interplay of factors influencing the speaker’s choice of 

intonation contours, the claims of some phoneticians, and personal experience, the 

following hypotheses were made prior to the research: 

1. The common association of yes/no questions with the rising contour as their default 

tone will prove to be too simplifying; the tone choice will be vastly influenced by stylistic, 

pragmatic and sociolinguistic factors. 

2. Conducive questions will have a tendency to receive the falling tone while non-

conducive questions will tend to be pronounced with the rise. 

6.  Method 

In order to analyse the intonation contours in yes/no questions, two sources of British 

English data were selected. Four episodes of an English sitcom series and samples from 

four different episodes of an English talk show were repeatedly examined using a simple 

listening analysis. Secondly, all relevant material was carefully noted and each yes/no 

question was analysed in order to identify the nucleus and, consequently, assign one of 

the following tones: the fall, the rise, the fall-rise and the fall followed by the rise. 

Additionally, all selected items were scrutinised in context and subsequently labelled as 

either conducive or genuine questions. 
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Since the pilot findings suggested considerable differences in the two selected sources in 

relation to the feature in question, both sets, the sitcom series and the talk show, were 

analysed separately. The principal aim was to establish the ratio of the falling and the 

non-falling contours in yes/no questions within each set. Furthermore, the tones observed 

in the conducive and genuine questions categories were focused on. Finally, it was 

attempted to discuss potential reasons for which the speakers decided to use a tone 

defying the theoretical assumptions about each category (the non-fall in genuine and the 

fall in conducive questions). 

6.1  Material 

Since British English is the most frequently used English variant in Czech educational 

institutions, the research was primarily concerned with the speech of native speakers from 

the UK. The study mainly targeted everyday spontaneous language rather than highly 

specific and stylised linguistic variants such as lectures, public speeches or political 

debates. 

The original idea was to record authentic conversations during the author’s regular work 

experience at English summer schools, and use the recordings as the data for further 

analysis. However, it was soon recognised that due to the international character of the 

summer school environment, it would be extremely problematic to obtain a sufficient 

amount of material containing the target feature uttered in natural context by native 

speakers form the British Isles. 

Consequently, the English TV talk show The Jonathan Ross Show (set A) was chosen as 

one of the sources for the research. The format of a talk show seemed to be suitable as it 

would provide authentic, spontaneous and contextualised conversations with a sufficient 

occurrence of the feature in question. Its host, Jonathan Ross, is a London-born 

broadcaster, film critic and writer with a university degree. A native speaker with a life-

long teaching practice was asked to evaluate Jonathan Ross’ accent and concluded that 

he speaks standard English with no significant phonetic features of a specific regional 

variant. His slight speech impediment, the difficulty in pronouncing the /r/ sound, was 

found to be insignificant in relation to the analysed phenomenon. 
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An episode of the show consists of several famous guests being individually interviewed 

by the host in front of an audience. The interview is usually carried out in a spontaneous 

light-hearted way and aims at both entertaining the viewers as well as providing them 

with interesting aspects of the interviewees’ lives. For the research, four interviews were 

chosen: two sessions with David Beckham, one with Victoria Beckham and one with 

Sandra Bullock. Due to the fact that not all the selected guests speak British English and 

considering the character of the show, only the yes/no questions uttered by the host were 

included in the study. 

The Jonathan Ross Show displayed a considerably frequent occurrence of yes/no 

questions. However, due to the very specific asymmetrical relationship of interviewer – 

interviewee, it would presumably lack any two-or-more-way interactions set in real life 

situations. Therefore, an additional source of data was chosen (set B). The genre of a 

situational comedy series seemed to be the most suitable option as it would provide a 

sufficient number of real life situations with an abundance of spontaneous conversation. 

Moreover, the comedic character of the series would ensure the presence of a wide range 

of interactions including sarcasm, irony and other principles – thus moments common in 

real life yet perhaps less so in studies on yes/no questions intonation. The British series 

Coupling (2000) selected for the study follows the lives of six English friends, three male 

and three female, in their late 20s and early 30s who frequently meet in pubs and cafés. 

Five of the actors, two male and three female, speak a near-RP English, having been 

raised in the south and southeast of England. The sixth actor, playing the character of Jeff, 

was born in Sheffield to Irish parents. A native speaker was asked to evaluate his accent 

and described it as Yorkshire English with some influences of an unspecified Irish accent. 

The number of falling and non-falling yes/no questions in set B was analysed both 

including utterances produced by Jeff as well as without them so as to avoid deviations 

caused solely by the regional variant. Since the difference in the ratio of falling and non-

falling items including results within the conducive and genuine questions categories did 

not seem to be of great significance, the speech produced by the character of Jeff was 

included in the study. 

Unlike the format of a talk show, a series is an artificially created concept including a pre-

written script studied and later performed by actors. Therefore, there were slight concerns 
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about the naturalness of the characters’ speech prior to the study. In order to verify the 

degree of artificialness of the actors’ performance, a native speaker was asked to assess 

an episode of Coupling in relation to intonation. He concluded that disregarding the 

somewhat questionable content of the show, it sounded perfectly natural from the 

phonological point of view (e.g. the distribution of individual contours) and slightly 

exaggerated at times in the phonetic realisation. However, it was noted that rather than 

sounding unnatural, some of the emphasised intonation contours occurred more 

frequently in the series than they might in real life. Considering this and the fact that the 

present study mainly concerned the categorical distribution of individual tones, the series 

was approved of as a suitable authentic source of data. 

MP3 recordings containing the audio track of the interviews form set A obtained with 

aTube Catcher software and all the data from set B in the form of a video, are attached to 

this work. 

6.2  Procedure 

Once the sources of data were selected, we proceeded to the analysis of the feature in 

question. Set A was watched on the YouTube channel (see appendix 1) using Lenovo 

U410 laptop and a pair of high-quality in-ear monitors Klipsch Image S4. Set B was 

scrutinised using the same devices, the video was played in VLC player software. 

The first crucial step was to establish which utterances were going to qualify as yes/no 

questions. After the first three rounds of analysing the videos, it was decided that question 

tags would not be included in the study as they are a highly specific linguistic feature, 

often dealt with individually in English text books. Similarly, due to their resemblance 

with question tags, questions whose clear purpose is to check the truth of the immediately 

preceding proposition made by the same speaker were disregarded, e.g.: 

 So I assume he wasn’t very happy about that, is that right? 

 I wouldn’t have thought you do much of that, would I be right? 

However, in one case when Jonathan Ross asks Victoria Beckham about Alex Fergusson, 

her husband’s former head coach ‘He strikes me as a nasty piece of work. Would I be 

right?’, we included the question in the study. Considering the noticeable pause after the 

first sentence and given the dramatic circumstances surrounding David Beckham’s 
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departure from the team where Fergusson held the position of the head coach and 

manager, we interpreted the question as something like ‘Seriously, tell me because you 

obviously have a much better idea than me’ and decided to include it in our research. 

Since in spoken language, declarative questions are a frequent phenomenon, they were 

incorporated in the examined data as well. However, only those sentences that were 

unmistakably intended as a question expecting an answer (regardless of whether the 

speaker uttering the question knew the answer or not) were selected. For instance, a 

sentence ‘So you didn’t \really care about it?’ followed by a short pause during which the 

speaker was not paying attention to the listener but rather thinking of what to say next, 

was regarded as a comment and not analysed. Conversely, an utterance ‘So he is your 

\favourite?’ followed by silence during which the speaker was clearly waiting for an 

answer, was evaluated as a declarative question, regardless of whether an answer was 

given or not. 

With the exception of the above discussed cases, all sentences in the grammatical form 

of a yes/no question were included in the study. 

Apart from standard yes/no questions such as ‘Are you /healthy?’, both open and closed 

list alternative questions were accounted for since the range of possible answers to the 

individual alternatives listed in such questions includes ‘Yes’ and ‘No’: 

 a) And so you go to him and say ‘I wanna work with /you’ | or he comes to /you | 
or the /record company fixes it up | or…? (open list) 

  b) Would you like it to be played and join /in | or would you like to do a \solo spot? 

(closed list) 

Moreover, questions containing subordinate clauses were analysed too: 

 Do you already have an /exit point | where you’ve already though ‘I might /quit’? 

 Do you know what I call this kind of a \woman? 

Once the target feature was defined, the data was repeatedly examined and all yes/no 

questions were noted down. After that, both sets were carefully analysed and the nucleus 

was identified in each item on the yes/no questions list. Further, each question was 

assigned one of the following intonation contours: the fall, the rise, the fall-rise and the 

fall followed by the rise. The label ‘the fall followed by the rise’ was used in cases where 
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the two contours could be alternatively seen as tones in two adjacent intonation phrases, 

e.g.: 

  You know about him and \me, /right? 

  You know about him and \me, | /right? 

Moreover, in situations in which the stretch between the falling and the rising contour 

was of a greater length, the above mentioned term was also used in order to provide the 

reader with a more accurate notion of the phonetic reality: 

  Do we \have to tell them in the /funeral? 

In both cases, the two tones were considered to belong to the same intonation phrase. 

The procedure of evaluating the material was repeated one week later in the same manner 

and the data obtained on both occasions was compared. In five cases the tone assigned to 

a sentence differed after the first and the second analysis. These sentences were then 

played to a native speaker and a Czech teacher of the English language who were asked 

to evaluate the tone in each question. In all five cases their evaluation was identical and 

it also corresponded with our observation during either the first or the second round of 

examination. All five sentences were then assigned the confirmed contour and were 

included in further research. 

Questions where the speaker reformulated or specified its meaning such as ‘Does she 

miss being on /stage, miss per/forming?’ were accounted for as one question although 

they consisted of more than one intonation phrase. However, when the reformulation was 

said as a new sentence, it counted as another question: ‘Is it the /LA Lakers? Is /that what 

they call them?’ 

Having established the tones in all the questions, we proceeded to the analysis of the 

context accompanying their occurrence. All the video material was examined again and 

each yes/no question on the list was accompanied with relevant utterances of other 

speakers surrounding the question or/and with a brief description of the situation in which 

it was uttered. Our aim was to carefully capture any situational or personal characteristics 

that would influence the use of a particular tone in the yes/no question. This step was 

crucial for further analysis. 
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What followed was a repeated assessment of each yes/no question in context in order to 

divide the items into two categories: conducive questions and genuine questions. 

According to Tench (1988) and Thomson (1995), a conducive question is a question to 

which the speaker already knows or thinks he/she knows the answer at the moment of 

asking. Conversely, a non-conducive or genuine question is a question the answer to 

which the speaker does not know and believes that the listener might (Thompson 239). 

Hedberg et al. state that 

 

. . . for a question to be interpreted as genuine, it must conform to the 

sincerity conditions that the speaker does not already know the answer to 

the question, that the speaker desires a response from the hearer, and that 

the speaker expects that the hearer can provide a response. If one of these 

conditions is violated, the question is considered a non-genuine question. 

(Hedberg et al. 14) 

 

One additional condition for a question to be labelled as genuine was introduced for the 

purpose of this study and combined with the above mentioned criteria. It was apparent 

that on many occasions, the speaker asked a question which did not violate the sincerity 

conditions on a genuine question yet it was clearly not uttered in a genuine, unbiased way 

without any preference of one of the possible answers. In such situations, the speaker 

admittedly did not know the answer in advance, yet he/she strongly preferred one answer 

to the others, often with the desire to prove his/her point. For instance, when during a 

heated discussion about politics one of the characters in the series asks ‘Is this country 

ready for a \president?’, he is well aware of the fact that the answers may and probably 

will vary considerably. However, he clearly prefers one answer over other possible 

responses. We argue that such question cannot be considered equivalent to the exact same 

words uttered by an unbiased host of a political debate. In conclusion, when the speaker 

clearly preferred one of the possible answers, their question was considered conducive. 

A yes/no question that frequently occurred in the data was an echo question as in the 

following examples: 

  Steve: It wasn’t me. 
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  Susan: It wasn’t \you? 

  Steve: I puckered. 

  Patrick: You \puckered? 

In such situations, the speaker uttering the question is most probably interested in 

receiving an answer, yet since the information is already known to him/her at the moment 

of asking the question, it was evaluated as conducive, too. 

Utterances violating any of the above listed conditions on genuine questions were labelled 

as conducive, the remaining items were placed in the genuine questions category. 

It should be emphasised at this point that although various aspects such as the speaker’s 

background knowledge, their intentions and emotions as well as the relationship to the 

listener were taken into consideration when labelling the questions, any attempts to 

interpret a person’s behaviour will always remain assumptions, however justifiable and 

substantiated. 

It also ought to be mentioned that in order to avoid the influence of the intonation 

contours, the labelling of the questions as conducive or genuine was carried out without 

taking the tones into consideration. Otherwise the study would have been based on a 

vicious circle: the questions would have been marked as conducive or genuine under the 

influence of their tones and, subsequently, the use of the intonation contours would have 

been examined in reference to the label of the questions. 

Once all the questions had been recorded in context, evaluated with respect to their tone 

and divided in the two categories (see appendix 1 and 2), we proceeded to the assessment 

of conducive and genuine questions in the individual sets of data, that is set A and set B. 

Based on research, the expected tones in the categories were the fall for conducive and 

non-falling contours for genuine questions. Any utterances not complying with this 

general rule were scrutinised in context in order to speculate about the reasons for the 

choice of a particular tone. 

7.  Results 

Once all the data was collected and evaluated (see 6.1 and 6.2), set A (The Jonathan Ross 

Show) and set B (Coupling series) were assessed individually. Since the first findings 
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revealed that both sets differed quite significantly, all subsequent analyses were carried 

out in the same manner, i.e. separately for each set. 

Firstly, attention was paid to the ratio of falling and non-falling tones in the analysed 

yes/no questions. Our next step was the scrutiny of the tones in conducive and genuine 

questions. At this point, special focus was given to those items which violated the general 

assumptions about each category. Additionally, the ratio of conducive and genuine 

questions was considered in relation to the sum of all falling tones occurrence. The same 

proportion was studied in the non-falling tones questions. Finally, a brief comparison of 

both sets was made. 

The following section presents the statistical findings of the research, the results are 

analysed in greater depth in part 8 of this work. 

7.1  Set A 

The total number of yes/no questions complying with the criteria in 6.2 was 87. Table 1 

shows the occurrence of individual intonation contours. 

SET A (talk show) 

FALL 20 23% 

NON-FALL 

Rise 67 

67 77% Fall-rise 0 

Fall followed by rise 0 

Total 87 100% 

 Table 1. The occurrence of tones in set A. 

The table reveals that only in 20 questions (23%), the speaker used the falling contour. 

Although this number is higher than the 9.5% observed by Hedberg et al. in their 

American English corpus study (2), it still shows a clear predominance of the non-falling 

tones (77%). Within the category of non-falling contours, all 67 questions were 

pronounced with the rise. 

After the items were divided into the conducive and genuine questions categories, 30 

questions (34%) were labelled as conducive. The majority of questions (66%) were 

assessed as genuine questions. Considering that the data was obtained from a talk show 

in which the audience expects to learn new information about the interviewee (apart from 

being entertained), the prevalence of non-conducive questions did not surprise us. 
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Table 2 shows the number of both conducive and genuine questions in set A. Moreover, 

it displays the occurrence of individual tones within each category. 

 SET A (talk show) 

 Conducive Genuine 

 count % out of conducive count % out of genuine 

FALL 14 47% 6 11% 

RISE 16 53% 51 89% 

Total 30 57 

% out of all 
questions 

34% 66% 

Table 2. The number of conducive and genuine questions in set A and the occurrence of individual tones 

within each category. 

Looking at table 2 it is apparent that in the case of genuine questions, the theoretical 

assumptions were met. 89% of all genuine questions were uttered with the rising tone 

while the fall occurred in only a little more than a tenth of cases. However, the results 

observed in the category of conducive questions were not so straightforward. In fact, only 

less than a half of all conducive questions (47%) were pronounced with the expected 

falling tone. The possible reasons for this are discussed later. 

In addition, we were interested in the proportion of conducive and genuine questions 

within both the falling tone group and the rising tone category. Table 3 displays that 70% 

of all falling questions were non-genuine and, conversely, 76% of all rising items 

complied with the sincerity conditions on genuine yes/no questions. 

 SET A (talk show) 

 Fall Rise 

 count % out of fall count % out of rise 

Conducive 14 70% 16 24% 

Genuine 6 30% 51 76% 

Total 20 57 

% out of all 
questions 

23% 77% 

Table 3. The occurrence of conducive and genuine questions within all falling and all rising items. 

7.2  Set B 

Once set A had been analysed, the same method was applied to set B (sitcom series). The 

total number of yes/no questions obtained from the data was 117. Table 4 displays the 

occurrence of different intonation contours. 
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SET B (sitcom series) 

FALL 91 78% 

NON-FALL 

Rise 13 

26 22% Fall-rise 10 

Fall followed by rise 3 

Total 117 100% 

Table 4. The occurrence of tones in set B. 

It is immediately apparent that the results disagree with the theoretical presuppositions. 

In 91 yes/no questions (78% of all items) the speakers decided to use the falling contour 

instead of its non-falling counterpart. Interestingly, the use of the fall-rise was nearly as 

frequent as that of the rising tone. 

The examination of conducive and genuine question revealed that 80% of all the analysed 

utterances violated at least one of the conditions on genuine questions and thus were 

labelled as conducive.  

 SET B (sitcom series) 

 Conducive Genuine 

 count % out of conducive count % out of genuine 

FALL 80 85% 11 48% 

NON-FALL 14 15% 12 52% 

Total 94 23 

% out of all 
questions 

80% 20% 

Table 5. The number of conducive and genuine questions in set B and the occurrence of individual tones 

within each category. 

Moreover, table 5 indicates that there was a significant variation in the proportion of tones 

within both categories. While the majority of conducive questions were pronounced with 

the falling tone (80 out of 94 items), genuine questions received the expected rising or 

falling-rising contour in only 12 out of 23 cases. 

Finally, we looked at the proportion of conducive and genuine questions within the set of 

all falling tone questions and the category of non-falling utterances. Table 6 shows that 

80 out of 91 questions said with the fall had been evaluated as conducive. Although this 

ratio is slightly less convincing than that published in Hedberg et al.’s study (22 out of 

23), it supports the notion that a falling contour signals a non-genuine question. 

Nonetheless, the category of non-falling tones displays a lesser degree of predictability. 
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Out of 26 non-falling questions, 14 had been labelled as conducive while 12 items had 

been assessed as genuine questions. 

 SET B (sitcom series) 

 Fall Non-fall 

 count % out of fall count % out of non-fall 

Conducive 80 88% 14 54% 

Genuine 11 12% 12 46% 

Total 91 26 

% out of all 
questions 

78% 22% 

Table 6. The occurrence of conducive and genuine questions within all falling and all non-falling items. 

7.3  The Comparison of Set A and Set B 

The total number of yes/no questions analysed in the study was 204. Table 7 shows the 

distribution of intonation contours when both sets were combined. 

 SET A + SET B 

FALL 111 54% 

NON-FALL 93 46% 

Total 204 100% 

 Table 7. The occurrence of tones in set A (TV talk show) and set B (sitcom series) 

combined. 

It is indeed interesting to see how the proportion of the individual tones changes when 

combining different situational context. However, since the individual findings in set A 

and set B vary significantly, the analysis of both sources together would not appear to be 

of much value. In order to obtain relevant and reliable results it would be necessary to 

examine a vast amount of data from a wide range of contextual settings. Such analysis is 

unfortunately outside the scope of this study. 

Consequently, it seemed more relevant to compare the analysis of set A with that of set 

B. 
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Figure 1. The proportion of falling and non-falling tones in set A and set B. 

Figure 1 shows that while in the talk show, 77% of all yes/no questions were pronounced 

with the rise, approximately the same percentage of questions received the falling contour 

in the case of the sitcom series. This may offer an additional perspective to the implication 

given by many textbooks that a yes/no question is generally uttered with the rising tone. 

Furthermore, the ratio of conducive and non-conducive questions differed considerably 

in both sets. While in set A, the speaker asked genuine questions in more than 60% of 

cases, the sitcom series displayed a significant prevalence of conducive questions (Figure 

2). Given the character of the talk show on the one hand, and the complexity of social 

interactions in the series on the other, such findings do not seem to be surprising. 
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Figure 2. The proportion of conducive and genuine questions in set A and set B. 

Additionally, a closer look at the distribution of falling and non-falling tones within the 

conducive and genuine questions categories reveals striking differences when comparing 

both sets of data (Figure 3). While in set A, the falling and non-falling contours occurred 

with an approximately equal frequency in conducive questions, in set B the same can be 

said about their proportion within the genuine questions category. Moreover, when 

comparing the category of conducive questions in both sets, the results display a great 

amount of variation. As mentioned above, approximately half of the conducive questions 

in set A received the falling contour while in the same category in set B, the fall occurred 

in 85% of cases. Similarly, differences were observed in the proportion of falling and 

non-falling tones in genuine questions in set A and set B. In the former, a vast majority 

of genuine questions received a rising tone. Nonetheless, the same type of questions in 

set B was pronounced with the non-falling contour only in 52% of cases. 
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Figure 3. The occurrence of falling and non-falling tones within conducive and genuine questions 

in set A and set B. 

8.  Discussion 

The following section analyses the results in a greater detail. For an easier orientation, 

only the nuclei and tonality markers which seemed relevant to the study were noted in the 

given examples. 

8.1  Set A 

67 out of 87 yes/no questions in set A (TV talk show) were pronounced with the rising 

tone. Such results seem to comply with the selected theoretical framework discussed in 

the first part of this work. A closer analysis will bring a better understanding of the 

prevalence of the rising contour. 

It should be noted that Jonathan Ross, the host of the show, often used marked tonicity 

which would suggest a narrow focus sentence. While in some cases the marked tonicity 

indeed functioned as an emphatic device whose use was justifiable from the context (1), 

in a number of situation it did not seem to have a clear contextual purpose (2). 

(1) reacting to David Beckham saying he had been selected for the London 

Olympics; in a surprised way, trying to clarify this issue: 

 Jonathan: So you \have been selected? 
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(2) David and Jonathan talking about having more children: 

 Jonathan: Have you /had that conversation with Victoria?  

The nucleus on had would be expected had the previous conversation included talking 

about a potential conversation with David’s wife, Victoria, in which case the emphasis 

on had would imply already. However, the dialogue only contained the general question 

of having more children. In this case, the nucleus on Victoria would perhaps be more 

expected. Nonetheless, since discussing the possibility of having more children with a 

wife is a logical and natural procedure, the host omitted the introduction of Victoria’s 

character in relation to such conversation into the exchange. 

Although similarly marked tonicity appeared on several occasions, it was concluded that 

the choice of the nucleus placement did not have an effect on the basic type of the 

intonation contour. 

The analysis showed that only 34% of all yes/no questions were marked as conducive. 

Given the social roles of the participants on the talk show, the prevalence of genuine 

questions should not surprise us.  

In some cases, the classification of the questions was quite unambiguous. In (3), the 

speaker is referring to a new line of underwear carrying David Beckham’s name. Given 

the brand as well as the speaker’s most probable preparation for the show, the aim of his 

question is to confirm his reasonable assumption. Thus the question was labelled as 

conducive. In (4) on the other hand, the speaker is probably asking a genuine question. 

(3)  Jonathan: You de\sign them? 

 David: Yes. 

(4)  Jonathan: Did Victoria /help? 

In case of some questions, the distinction between the two categories was less 

straightforward: 

(5) Jonathan and Victoria looking at a picture of David Beckham, talking about how 

attractive he is: 

 Jonathan: When he sleeps, do you just lie around \looking at him? 

In (5), the host does not know the answer to his question and clearly desires a response 

from the listener. However, the amusement in his voice and his mocking reaction to the 
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positive answer which followed suggest that the answer ‘Yes, I do’ was a strongly 

preferred one. For this reason, the question was not evaluated as a genuine one. 

Rising conducive questions 

Since research suggests that genuine yes/no questions tend to be pronounced with the 

rising contour, the ratio of genuine and conducive questions could explain the 

predominance of the rising tone occurrence in set A. Nevertheless, such reasoning appears 

to be slightly inaccurate.  In fact, Table 2 shows that only 14 out of 30 conducive questions 

(47%) received the falling tone and, conversely, 53% of non-genuine items were 

pronounced with the rise. It was concluded that such results, which do not confirm the 

theoretical presuppositions, may have partially been caused by the speaker’s role of a talk 

show host. 

Since The Jonathan Ross Show is an entertaining talk show, it often seemed to be the case 

that the rising contour in a conducive question was chosen in order to add humorous 

effect. In (6), the host is reacting to Sandra Bullock’s experiences from making a film 

with George Clooney. Sandra explained that while testing a camera quickly moving 

towards an actor’s face, a dummy had been destroyed just one day before Sandra herself 

worked with the device. 

(6)  Jonathan: Can they /hold George Clooney like that? | Is that o/k? 

The question is clearly conducive as the speaker knows that it was a dummy, not George 

Clooney, whose head had been involved in the accident. However, the rising tone 

suggesting a genuine question helps create a humorous situation. 

Similarly, when Sandra Bullock talks about her past, she mentions that on one occasion 

she memorised a rap song in order to impress a boy. In response, Jonathan Ross asks her: 

(7) Jonathan: Would it be /this one? 

Since the song that starts playing is indeed the song mentioned by Sandra, the production 

must have prepared the song in advance based on their research prior to the show. The 

rising tone used in the conducive question could be seen as a device used to give the 

impression that the host honestly does not know which song Sandra had in mind. The 

extremely unlikely situation of randomly suggesting one of millions of possible songs 

and being correct can again have a humorous effect. We concluded that the attempt to 
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sound genuine in order to create a humorous situation was the reason for choosing the 

rising tone in a conducive question in 4 out of 16 cases.  

Some other examples of situations when a non-genuine question received the rising tone 

are listed below.  

In (8), the host of the show asks David Beckham a series of three conducive questions 

related to an American basketball team: 

(8) Jonathan: Is it the /LA Lakers? | Is /that what they call them? | And they 

are a /basketball team? 

A possible explanation of the use of the rising tone, despite the fact that the speaker clearly 

knows the answers to all three questions, may be the host’s consideration of the audience. 

Since it is reasonable to assume that some viewers are not familiar with the American 

basketball league, the rising tone involves the audience in the conversation and reflects 

the fact that the answers will be perceived as new pieces of information. 

(9) Jonathan: And you had…was there a compe/tition of a sort? I heard there 

was a competition of a sort between the two of you. 

In (9), the host is asking Sandra Bullock about her friendship with George Clooney. 

Considering the immediately following statement, the question was labelled as 

conducive. The use of the rising tone could be seen as a more polite and tactful way of 

asking a potentially personal, delicate question. 

Moreover, on two occasions a conducive declarative question was pronounced with the 

rise (10). We see at least two reasons for the tone choice. Firstly, the argument could be 

the same as in sentence (8). Additionally, since both two questions are declarative in their 

grammatical structure, the tone choice helps disambiguate the communicative intention 

of the speaker. 

(10) double-checking the age of David’s children Brooklyn and Harper: 

 Jonathan: He’s /twelve now?; She’s /seven months now? 

Question (11) belongs to the category of lead-ins (see section 3) which, according to 

Tench, usually carry the fall. One can only speculate about the reason for which Jonathan 

Ross used the rising tone instead. A possible explanation might be the same as in (6) and 

(7). In addition, the tone choice may reflect the speaker’s role of a talk show presenter. 
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(11) Jonathan: Do you /know what you should do? Keep them. 

Two more cases of a conducive question pronounced with the rise were observed during 

a discussion about David Beckham’s nomination for the London Olympics. After David 

says that whether or not Stuart Pearce, the head coach of the football team, includes him 

in the team depends on David’s health, Jonathan reacts 

(12) Jonathan: Ok, are you /fit? 

 David: Yes. 

 Jonathan: Are you /healthy? 

 David: Yes. 

 Jonathan (turning into the camera): Stuart, what the f**** are you waiting 

for?! 

The use of the rising tone in both questions, despite the fact that the answers are likely to 

be positive, may be explained at least in two ways. At the moment of asking David 

Beckham, Jonathan Ross already knows that a third question directed at the head coach 

will follow. Since the third question is fairly direct and daring, the use of the rising tone 

in the previous questions, making them sound more genuine and impartial, helps the final 

point addressed to Stuart Pearce to be more substantiated and legitimate. 

Alternatively, Brazil’s discourse analysis of intonation (see section 3) can be applied on 

(12). As stated above, considering the contents of the interview preceding the questions, 

the answers are almost certain to be positive. The whole sequence can therefore be 

rephrased as 

So you are fit, you are healthy – Stuart, what on earth are you waiting for? 

In this sentence, David Beckham’s being fit and healthy are items from the common 

ground which are summarised by the speaker before making a conclusion. As such, the 

clauses receive referring (rising) tone. 

Falling genuine questions 

Only 6 out of 57 genuine questions received the falling contour.  

In (13), Jonathan Ross is referring to what David Beckham said about his sadness and 

disappointment related to the end of his career in Manchester United and the cold 

relationship with Alex Fergusson. 
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(13)  Jonathan: And have you \told this? | Have you spoken to him /since? 

Both questions were labelled as genuine. The falling tone in the first question might be 

motivated by the speaker’s high interest in the matter and his inner feeling ‘Because I 

think you should have’. In the second question, the host has restored a more impartial 

position. 

In question (14), the speaker is asking Victoria Beckham about her husband’s jealousy, 

referring to a person mentioned earlier on the show.  

(14)  Jonathan: Is he jealous of Jonnie \Wilkinson? 

In this question, the falling tone (insistent, interrogation-like – Wells 46) adds a dramatic 

effect, inducing the feeling of necessity to resolve this issue. 

On one occasion, the host is admiring the stability of such an exposed relationship as the 

one of Victoria and David Beckham (15). 

(15)  Jonathan: It must be tough on just that level. I mean…the trust that’s 

involved there must be quite large or… Do you get con\cerned? | Are you \jealous 

of each other? 

Since the questions are said as a contrastive alternative to the previous assumptions, the 

whole sequence could be formulated as something like ‘Are you calm, do you trust each 

other, or do you get concerned and jealous of each other?’ Such a formulation belongs to 

the category of closed list questions (Tench 168) and, consequently, the falling tone is not 

unexpected. 

Two more instances of a closed list question were found in set A. In both (16) and (17), 

the final tone of the utterance was the fall. 

(16)  Jonathan about David’s children: Are the…do the boys show a big interest 

in /football | or /soccer as it’s called out there | or are they…because of you 

deliberately going off into other \areas? 

(17)  Jonathan: Would you like it to be played and join /in | or would you like 

to do a \solo spot? 
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Further, we found three cases of an open list question, all of which complied with the 

presupposition that unlike in closed list questions, the nuclear tone in open list 

interrogatives is generally the rise. 

(19) Jonathan asking Victoria Beckham how the music business works: 

 Jonathan: And so you go to him and say ‘I wanna work with /you’ | or he 

comes to /you | or the /record company fixes it up | or…how does that happen? 

In (19), the final question was pronounced with the fall, however, it was not included in 

the study as it is a wh-question. 

(20) Jonathan to Victoria about an incident between David Beckham and his coach: 

 Jonathan: He /threw the boot? | He /knocked the boot? 

(21)  Jonathan to David: And so the next morning, the first morning being no 

longer a professional footballer, waking up, you felt /better, | you felt /worse…? 

We concluded that (21) was an open list question since at least one more option – feeling 

the same – seemed to be a possible answer. Apart from being a part of an open list 

question, the individual clauses in all three examples possibly received the rising tone 

under the influence of their grammatical structure of declarative questions. 

8.2  Set B 

Unlike in the case of set A, set B (sitcom series) displayed a much higher occurrence of 

the falling contour than that of the non-falling tones. In fact, 91 out of 117 yes/no 

questions were pronounced with the fall, which is a ratio going rather against the 

theoretical assumptions. 

A closer analysis revealed that one of the possible explanations could lie in the proportion 

of conducive and genuine questions. Indeed, the vast majority (80%) of all yes/no 

questions were labelled as conducive. Since the expected tone in a conducive question is 

the falling contour, the predominance of this tone would not seem to be surprising. 

However, it was demonstrated on the example of set A that such reasoning may prove to 

be incorrect. Before jumping to conclusions, it is therefore necessary to examine the tone 
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distribution within the conducive questions category. Table 5 shows that 80 out of 94 

conducive questions were pronounced with the fall. Since only 11 genuine questions 

received this contour, it is reasonable to say that the prevalence of falling tones in set B 

was largely influenced by the predominance of conducive questions. 

Given the character of a sitcom series, set B contained a number of contextual situations 

which signalled the conduciveness of a question (22). 

(22) Sally to Jeff who is already on his way to the toilet: 

 Sally: Are you going to the \loo? 

We also found nine instances of conducive echo questions. In eight cases, they received 

the falling tone which does not agree with Wells’ expectations (55), yet it complies with 

the default tone in conducive questions. 

(23) Steve: It wasn’t me. 

 Susan: It wasn’t \you? 

Only in one case, an echo question was pronounced with the rise (24). 

(24)  Susan: She cancelled. 

 Steve: She /cancelled? 

Moreover, there was a number of cases in set B in which a question was labelled as 

conducive for the reasons discussed in (5) (see 3.1). In (25), Steve’s ex-girlfriend Jane is 

gossiping Steve with his current partner, Susan. Although both answers – yes and no – 

are possible, given the character of the conversation she most probably prefers the 

positive response. 

(25)  Jane: What about the ear thing. Does he still \do that? 

Unlike in set A where all 67 non-falling yes/no questions were pronounced with the rise, 

there were ten instances of the fall-rise and three of the fall followed by the rise in set B. 

In most cases, the tone probably served to express greater politeness, having a softening 

or distancing effect. 

(26)  Steve: Jane, | isn’t he ˅gay? 
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In (26), Steve is referring to a man Jane has just introduced to her friends. It is obvious to 

everybody that he is a homosexual. Given the delicacy of the topic, Steve’s use of the 

fall-rise helps the question to sound less abrupt. 

A similar explanation of the fall-rise may be given in (27) in which Susan is becoming 

slightly irritated by Steve’s chewing during their first dinner. Her irritation is expressed 

by the negation of the verb. 

(27)  Susan: Aren’t you gonna ˅swallow? 

In (28) and (29), the fall-rise accompanies a polite request, respectively a polite offer. 

(28)  Jane to Steve: Can I come ˅in? 

(29) Steve offering help to Susan who is cooking: 

 Steve: Is there anything I can ˅do? 

In sentence (30), Steve is making sure that Susan has no problem with him and his ex-

girlfriend spending time together. The use of the fall might suggest something like 

‘Because I would expect you to be jealous’ or, alternatively, ‘Because you have a reason 

not to be ok’. The rise, on the other hand, would imply a genuine question. Since the topic 

has already been discussed, the fall-rise is not an unexpected tone choice. 

(30)  Steve to Susan: So you are ok about me being somewhere with ˅Jane? 

Sentences (31) and (32) are examples of the fall-rise (the fall followed by the rise) being 

used in situations in which the speaker is requesting something that is not pleasant for the 

listener. 

(31) Jane to Steve about whether he could pretend in front of her relatives that they 

are still together; she does not want to tell them that the relationship has ended: 

 Jane: Do we \have to tell them in the /funeral? 

(32) Steve to Jane about the possibility of Susan, his girlfriend, joining them at the 

funeral: 

 Steve: Can she come ˅too? 
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Non-falling conducive questions 

14 out of 94 conducive questions received a non-falling contour. Apart from questions 

(26), (27), (28) and (30) discussed above, there were four more instances of the fall-rise. 

In (33), Susan is asking Steve on their first date whether he is ok. 

(33) Susan in a concerned way to Steve who is acting nervous: 

 Susan: Are you ˅ok? 

Although she clearly sees that Steve has a problem, considering the delicacy of the first 

date she chooses the fall-rise instead of the falling contour. 

In (34), Susan has just been invited by Jane to come to Jane’s aunt’s funeral. The whole 

awkward negotiation was done through Steve since Jane did not want Susan to come and 

Susan did not want Steve to go alone with his ex-girlfriend Jane. However, when Steve 

passes the phone to Susan and the girls start talking directly, they both pretend the deepest 

friendship. Susan’s fall-rise can thus be an attempt to sound tactful, grateful for the 

invitation and to let Jane believe that she does not want to impose. 

(34) Susan to Jane when Jane invites her to the funeral: 

 Susan: Are you ˅sure? 

In some cases, a conducive question was pronounced with the rise. 

(35)  Susan attempting to sound calm: Does somebody wanna tell me what’s 

going /on? 

(36) Jane after Steve repeats that they are breaking up: 

 Jane: Well, don’t I get a /say in it? 

In (36), Jane is presumably trying to appeal to Steve’s feelings. For this reason, she 

chooses the rising contour instead of the fall which might sound too insistent, putting 

Steve in opposition. 

In sentence (37), Sally overheard Jeff’s question and realised that the boys know about 

something that she assumed was just between the girls. 

(37)  Sally to Susan: They /know about that!? 
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A somewhat surprising use of the rise in a conducive question is (38). 

(38) Jane to the others after the man she has just introduced to them has gone away: 

 Jane: Isn’t he just /perfect? 

Since Jane is fully convinced about the perfection of her new friend and the situation 

suggests that she does not expect a confirmation from the others, the falling tone might 

seem to be more suitable in relation to the theoretical assumptions. 

Similarly, in the following situation the choice of the rise is not clearly explainable. 

(39) Patrick to Susan when she wants to ask him for a favour and clarifies it is not 

about sex: 

 Patrick: And you are admitting that up \front? | You /see where you’ve 

gone wrong? 

Perhaps, the rising tone suggesting a genuine question is adding to the content of the 

sentence, intensifying the mockery of Susan’s naivety. 

Falling genuine questions 

While most conducive questions were pronounced with their default falling contour, in 

the category of genuine questions the results were less clear. In 11 out of 23 cases, a 

genuine question received the falling tone. In a number of cases, the insistent or 

interrogation-like fall was observed (Wells 46). 

(40) Susan after Patrick tells her he has been seeing someone else: 

 Susan: You’ve been \cheating on me? | . . . Is this \true, Patrick? 

The first question in (40) was evaluated as conducive. However, as there is a short pause 

between the first and the second question suggesting Susan’s refusal to believe Patrick’s 

words, we concluded that the second question is a genuine attempt to resolve the issue, 

perhaps under the influence that Patrick might have been mocking Susan. 

Similarly, at the moment of asking (41), Jane does not have a sufficient amount of 

evidence to reasonably assume that Susan is Steve’s girlfriend, which is why the question 

was evaluated as genuine. Considering the situation, however, the insistent fall is a logical 

tone choice. 
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(41) Jane to Steve when seeing Susan in the restaurant: 

 Jane: Are you \seeing this woman? 

Question (42) is another example of the insistent fall used in a genuine question. 

(42) Susan to Steve about his delicate tape: 

 Susan: Does anybody else other than \Jeff know? 

Furthermore, other cases of the falling tone used in a genuine questions were observed. 

In (43), Susan might be insinuating that it is unusual for Patrick to invite Sally for a drink. 

(43) Susan and Sally going to a bar where Sally is supposed to meet Patrick: 

 Susan: Did he say what he \wanted? 

We also found an example of a question which Tench calls a lead-in or a prompt. 

(44) Jeff to Steve after he tells Jeff that Susan agreed on a date: 

 Jeff: Ok, | have you thought through your \foreplay yet? 

The function of Jeff’s question is either ‘Tell me about your plan’ (prompt) or ‘Let me 

tell you what you should do’ (lead-in). In either case, the falling tone complies with 

Tench’s observations (see section 3). 

In question (45), Jane’s use of the falling tone in combination with the word really implies 

her surprise and expresses something like ‘It is really not the case’. 

(45) Jane to Steve when he refuses to be seen together with her at the funeral: 

 Jane: Do you really think I’m trying to get \back with you? 

Admittedly, the line between a genuine and a conducive question in this particular case 

is blurry. We believe that labelling the utterance as conducive would also be justifiable. 

Unlike the previous example, question (46) clearly is conducive since Patrick has no 

reason to believe he knows the answer, none of the possible responses is a preferred one 

and he is eagerly expecting Steve’s reaction. The use of the falling tone possibly signals 

that, considering the potential delicacy of the situation, Steve’s answer will be of high 

importance. 
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(46) Patrick to Steve when Steve tells him that Susan found a tape in his video 

recorder: 

 Patrick: Did you know which \tape? 

Placing the nucleus on the word which would probably be a more natural tonicity. 

8.3  The Comparison of Set A and Set B 

Even before the data was analysed in detail, it was obvious that there were significant 

differences between set A (TV talk show) and set B (sitcom series). In the former, the 

proportion of falling and non-falling yes/no questions was 20:67 (23% : 77%). Such 

results confirm the claims of a number of phoneticians. In set B, on the other hand, nearly 

the same proportion (in percentage) was observed in inversed ratio since 78% of yes/no 

questions were pronounced with the fall. 

We believe that the reason for such vast differences lies in the situational character of 

both sources of data. In the talk show, the host has the role of an interviewer. One of his 

functions is to be a mediator between the interviewee and the audience who desire to learn 

new pieces of information about the interviewee’s life. Considering the prior assumption 

that genuine questions tend to be pronounced with the rising tone, the prevalence of this 

contour is not surprising. 

Furthermore, it was emphasised above that the predominance of genuine questions in set 

A is not the only cause of the frequent rising tone occurrence. Additionally, 53% of 

conducive questions received the rising tone. Such results arguably also spring from the 

character of the show. Firstly, it was observed that a number of rising conducive questions 

received their intonation contour in order to add a humorous effect to the utterance. 

Secondly, it was observed during the analysis that the host used the rising tone even in a 

number of wh-questions which are commonly uttered with the fall. In such situations, the 

impression of the speaker was almost routine-like. Therefore, to assume that if put in a 

different social situation, the host might pronounce certain questions with a different 

contour than he did on the show, would not seem to be completely wrong.  

The high conducive questions occurrence in set B reflects the complex interplay of 

various factors in the real-life conversations. The fact that in a group of friends, one has 
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background knowledge of the others’ personality, private life and common past 

experiences possibly results in a low frequency of truly genuine questions in the people’s 

conversations. 

Based on the experience with set A, it is important to mention that the predominance of 

the falling contour in set B was not caused only by the high number of conducive 

questions. In addition, 48% of genuine questions received the falling contour as well. The 

fact that in set A, there was a great variation in the falling and non-falling tones within 

conducive questions while in set B, the same can be said about the category of  genuine 

questions, clearly results from the character of the sources. 

Finally, we examined the proportion of conducive and genuine questions within all 

falling, respectively non-falling contours (tables 3 and 6 in section 3). Let us briefly 

discuss the results with reference to tables 2 and 5. 

In the case of genuine questions in set A, it would be reasonable to state a two-sided 

implication between genuine questions and the rising contour: If a question is genuine, it 

is likely to be pronounced with the rising tone, and, conversely, if a question ends with 

the rise, it probably belongs to the category of genuine questions. 

However, looking at conducive questions in set A, such equivalence cannot be applied. 

In this case, it seems safe to predict that if a question receives the falling tone, the speaker 

is probably not asking a genuine question. On the other hand, the inverse implication 

would not be true. Indeed, the prediction based on the results would have to be: If a 

question is conducive, it is nearly as likely to carry the falling tone as the rising contour. 

The causality in set B is slightly different. The same can be said about the category of 

conducive question that was stated about genuine questions in set A. In other words, a 

conducive question is probably a falling one, and the falling contour more often than not 

signals a conducive question. However, very little can be concluded about genuine 

questions. The results suggest that a genuine question receives a non-falling contour in 

approximately half the cases, and, similarly, a non-falling tone predicts a conducive and 

a genuine question with the same probability. 

For reasons stated in 3, we will not attempt a similar conclusion for both sets. However, 

Tables 8 and 9 provide statistics of the falling, non-falling, conducive and genuine 

categories when combining set A and B.  
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 SET A + SET B 

 Conducive Genuine 

 count % out of conducive count % out of genuine 

FALL 94 76% 17 21% 

NON-FALL 30 24% 63 79% 

Total 124 80 

% out of all 
questions 

61% 39% 

Table 8. The number of conducive and genuine questions and the occurrence of individual tones within 

each category – both sets. 

 SET A + SET B 

 Fall Non-fall 

 count % out of fall count % out of non-fall 

Conducive 94 85% 30 32% 

Genuine 17 15% 63 68% 

Total 111 93 

% out of all 
questions 

54% 46% 

Table 9. The occurrence of conducive and genuine questions within all falling and all non-falling items – 

both sets.  

The tables are included in this work in case the reader would like to make a conclusion 

based on both sets, similar to those we attempted for the sets individually. 

8.4  Set C: The American Variant of English 

Since the predominance of the falling tone in the British sitcom series (set B) was quite 

unexpected, we became more aware of the intonation contours in yes/no question even 

when working with material not directly related to this study. Soon the feeling started to 

emerge that in a number of American series the tones in yes/no questions did not display 

the same tendency as in set B. Consequently, it was decided to briefly analyse one such 

series, which would satisfy our curiosity and could become a stepping-stone for further 

comparative research. 

In order to maintain a similar format to the British series Coupling in set B, the American 

sitcom How I met your mother (2005) was chosen for the analysis. The show tells a story 

of five young adults in their late 20s and early 30s who often spend their time in a bar, 
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talking about relationships and family problems. Four of the actors were born in the USA, 

the fifth actress comes from Vancouver, Canada. 

Four episodes of the series were analysed in the same manner as set B (see 6.2). Prior to 

the analysis, an American native speaker was asked to assess the authenticity of the 

characters’ intonation. He described their speech as perfectly natural. 

The results revealed a convincing predominance of rising yes/no questions (Table 10). 

SET C (American sitcom series) 

FALL 3 4% 

RISE 69 96% 

Total 72 100% 

Table 10. The occurrence of tones in set C. 

The ratio of falling and rising contours is almost identical with that observed by Hedberg 

et al. in their American English corpus study (2). 

Although the 96% of the rising tone occurrence would suggest the prevalence of genuine 

questions in the data, table 11 shows that 60% of all yes/no questions were evaluated as 

conducive. In order to divide the items into the conducive and genuine questions 

categories, the same criteria were used as for the other sets in the study. 

 SET C (American sitcom series) 

 Conducive Genuine 

 count % out of conducive count % out of genuine 

FALL 2 5% 1 3% 

RISE 41 95% 28 97% 

Total 43 29 

% out of all 
questions 

60% 40% 

Table 11. The number of conducive and genuine questions and the occurrence of individual tones within 

each category – set C. 

Although the percentage of conducive questions is slightly lower than in the case of the 

British series Coupling, it still reflects the influence of interpersonal relationships, 

common ground and humorous situations when asking a yes/no question in such a social 

context. 

Interestingly, 96% of all conducive questions received the rising tone. Below are listed 

some frequently occurring situations in which a conducive question was pronounced with 

the rise. 
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Similarly to the other sets in our study, the use of the rise was often motivated by the 

desire to add a humorous effect, e.g. (47), (48). On some occasions, it would be more 

embarrassing for the speaker to appear to know the answer to his/her question. In such 

cases, the speaker’s aim was to ask a question in an honest, genuine way, as illustrated in 

sentences (49) and (50). 

(47) Lilly to Robin: Are you sure you’re ok giving up your Friday night to hang 

with an old, almost married /lady? 

(48) Ted implying that he has no idea what the others are talking about: 

 Ted: What’s going on? | Did I just have a /stroke? 

(49) Ted to Robin after stalking her, pretending to be surprised: 

 Ted: So hey, you’re reporting a /news story or something? 

(50) Ted to Robin pretending he must have said the day wrong after she tells him 

that she cannot come to his party next Friday: 

 Ted: It is this Friday. Did I say /next Friday?? 

(51) Ted to a girl at the airport, pretending he does not know the answer: 

 Ted: So, did you just get in from De/triot? 

Moreover, echo questions and questions in which the speaker was restating another 

person’s utterance, either in surprise or in order to confirm his/her understanding, were 

often pronounced with the rise, too. 

(52)  Ted: I’ll invite her to our party next Friday. 

 Marshall enthusiastically: We are having a /party next Friday? 

(53) Robin to Ted after she heard Marshall say that she is the reason why Ted 

organised all the parties:  

 Robin: So you threw all these parties for /me? 

(54) Ted to Barney, having realised that Barney has no one in particular to pick up 

from the airport: 

 Ted: Wait, | so when you said that you were going to pick someone up at 

the airport, | you meant you were going to   p i c k   s o m e o n e   u p   at the 

/airport? 

(55)  Barney to Ted: Tuck in your shirt, you look sketchy. 

 Ted: /I’m sketchy? 
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(56) Lilly on the phone to Marshall after he tells her he is going to Philadelphia: 

 Lilly: You’re going to /Philly? 

(57)  Ted: Maybe it’s time to start forming second impressions. 

 Marshal, excited: You’re finally gonna watch /Goonies again? 

(58) Barney, reluctant to believe his ears: You dumped a /porn star? 

(59) Lilly double-checking a conclusion she made: 

 Lilly: So you dumped her right before her /birthday? 

(60) Ted to a girl, restating her words: There was a sur/prise party that night? 

(61) Ted to his girlfriend after she insinuates that it is her birthday: 

 Ted: Today’s your /birthday? 

Additionally, we noticed a number of situations in which the fall would sound too 

insistent while the rising tone had a softening effect, sometimes even appealing to the 

listener’s feelings. 

(62) Ted to Marshall about an essay while drinking in a bar: 

 Ted: Hey, don’t you have a /paper to write? 

(63) Lilly tells Marshall that a lot of men have been interested in Robin:  

 Marshall: Yeah, | I bet she gets that a lot. 

 Lilly: Don’t you bet /I get that a lot? 

(64) Lilly after Marshall advises her to take off her ring to have more fun in a bar: 

 Lilly: I’m not gonna take off my ring. | Wouldn’t you be jealous of guys 

swarming all over my /beeswax? 

(65) Robin to Lilly when she complains she has not been single since high school; 

in a concerned, kind way: 

 Robin: You wanna be /single? | You wanna fight off loser guys all /night? 

| Does that seem like /fun to you? 

We also found several lead-in questions which, unlike in the case of the British series, 

received the rising tone. 

(66) Ted to a girl talking about the Liberty Bell: 

 Ted: And you know what it /tastes like? | Freedom… | No, actually it tastes 

like pennies. 
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(67) Marshall to Lilly about their friends in the adjacent room: 

 Marshall: Do you know what they are /doing in there right now? | They are 

watching Claire’s ultrasound video. 

(68)  Marshall to Ted: You know, dude, | can I just /say something? | It kind of 

hurt that you guys didn’t invite me out. 

The comparison of the British and the American series would suggest quite considerable 

differences in the yes/no questions intonation contours between the two English variants. 

However, a much more extensive comparative study is necessary to be carried out in order 

to verify such assumptions. 
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Conclusion 

This thesis concerned the primary intonation contours and their meanings in English 

yes/no questions. 

The theoretical part introduced the phenomenon of English intonation and listed its main 

functions. Moreover, the default tones in yes/no questions and their meanings were 

discussed in detail within various theoretical frameworks. In addition, the role of 

intonation in EFL and ESL context was touched upon and the main difficulties of non-

native speakers were listed. Finally, a brief analysis of several English textbooks 

commonly used in Czech educational institutions was presented in relation to the target 

phenomenon. 

The second part of the work focused on the analysis of authentic British English speech. 

Yes/no questions obtained from two sources of data, a TV talk show and a sitcom series, 

were examined with regard to the primary tones distribution and the stylistic, pragmatic 

and sociolinguistic factors influencing the tone choice. The research adopted Tench’s 

(1988) and Thompson’s (1995) division of yes/no questions into two categories: 

conducive/non-genuine and non-conducive/genuine questions. Within this framework, 

genuine questions are expected to be pronounced with the rise or the fall-rise while 

conducive questions tend to receive the falling contour. 

Two hypotheses were formulated prior to the research: 

1. The common association of yes/no questions with the rising contour as their default 

tone will prove to be too simplifying; the tone choice will be vastly influenced by stylistic, 

pragmatic and sociolinguistic factors. 

2. Conducive questions will have a tendency to receive the falling tone while non-

conducive questions will tend to be pronounced with the rise. 

The results partly confirmed our first hypothesis. While in the case of the TV talk show, 

the majority of yes/no questions were said with the rising tone, 78% of the scrutinised 

question in the sitcom series ended with the fall. A closer analysis revealed a complex 

interplay of various factors influencing the tone choice, such as politeness, tactfulness, 

presuppositions and humorous intentions. 
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The subsequent analysis of genuine and conducive questions did not confirm our second 

hypothesis. While it is true that in the case of the TV talk show, the majority of questions 

were pronounced with the rise and 66% of all items were also evaluated as genuine 

questions, more than a half of conducive questions (53%) received the rising contour too. 

Similarly, in the case of the sitcom series the equivalence between genuine questions and 

the rising contour, and between conducive questions and the falling tone was not 

confirmed. Admittedly, the majority of conducive questions indeed received the fall. 

However, so did nearly a half of all genuine questions. 

The findings for instance revealed that the speaker’s intention to sound tactful and polite 

often results in the use of the fall-rise and may override the applied framework. The same 

can be said about insistency which often leads to the use of the insistent fall even in the 

genuine question type. Furthermore, the speaker’s desire to add a humorous effect to the 

situation frequently results in a tone choice not directly corresponding with the theoretical 

assumptions. 

We are aware of the fact that the listening analysis used during the research without the 

support of a specialised software might be seen as a slight limitation of our study. 

Nevertheless, it was concluded that since our research did not primarily concern the 

accurate phonetic realisation of the contours, e.g. the high rise versus the low rise, the 

listening analysis, including an independent evaluation by two English teachers, would 

suffice. 

The present study confirmed the complex character of English intonation and the 

difficulty of its applicability into classroom practice. Even some carefully formulated 

tendencies and sets of instructions are sometimes overruled by the speaker’s momentary 

intentions, the specificity of context or the social situation. In a number of cases in our 

research, Thompson’s suggestion for an alternative teaching model in which students 

would be taught to use the rising tone when asking a real, genuine yes/no question and to 

choose the fall when their question is non-genuine (240), does not seem to be quite 

accurate. 

For this reason, it might be beneficial to approach the teaching of yes/no questions 

intonation in a strictly situation-based manner. Students would be exposed to authentic 

audio/video recordings of clearly defined social situations, e.g. asking for refreshments 
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in a café, asking a stranger for directions, arguments between friends etc. Rather than 

formulating any general rules, the teacher would draw the students’ attention to the 

intonation patterns in the conversation and the possible meaning the contours help 

convey. After sufficient exposure, the learners would be asked to actively produce the 

intonation patterns in context. Hopefully, with the growing number and variety of such 

situational episodes, the students would possess a sufficient repertoire to become sensitive 

to the juxtaposition of the tone choice and conveyed meaning. Moreover, in this way the 

learners might reach a point in which they would begin to formulate their own, 

internalised tone choice criteria. These would thus be transferred into active use more 

successfully than in the case of memorised rules. 

Further research 

After evaluating the results of our research, a short analysis of an American sitcom series 

presented in the second part of this work was performed in order to compare the British 

and the American variant of the English language. Although the findings suggested 

considerable differences between the British and the American sitcom series in the yes/no 

questions intonation contours, the extent of the study was too limited so as to reach any 

substantiated conclusions. However, our results may be an impulse for further research 

on the two English variants to be carried out in order to reveal any potential systematic 

differences in the tone choice. 

Secondly, our study discovered that there are differences between individual social 

settings not only in the prevalent intonation contours but also when scrutinising the 

categories of genuine and conducive questions. A more extensive research on the 

comparison of various social situations would undoubtedly bring interesting and 

enriching results. Considering our study, we believe that prior to the tone choice 

evaluation it would be advisable for the researches to conduct a poll aiming at labelling 

the examined questions as conducive or genuine. This would contribute to greater 

objectivity of such research. 
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Appendices 

1. 

The Jonathan Ross Show – David Beckham (2012) 

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K91NMY0YX4s> 

0:57 referring to the loud applause: Is that what it’s like when you pop out for some \milk? 

(conducive) 

1:48 about David’s children in Los Angeles: Do they do /sports? | Do they have 

afterschool ac/tivities? | Do you have to run them a/round? 

2:32 double checking the age of Brooklyn: He’s /twelve now? (conducive) 

2:43 mocking: So he’s your \favourite? (conducive) 

2:55 double checking the age of Harper: She’s /seven months now? (conducive) 

3:23 reacting to David mentioning the possibility of having another baby: Were you really 

thinking of having a bigger /family? 

3:47 Are the…do the boys show a big interest in /football | or /soccer as it’s called out 

there | or are they…because of you deliberately going off into other \areas ? (closed list) 

4:20 Do you already have an /exit point where you’ve already though ‘I might /quit’? 

5:52 talking about the Olympics nomination: So have you /had a call yet? 

6:01 reacting to David saying he had been selected to represent England at the Olympics, 

in a surprised way, trying to clarify this issue: So you \have been selected? (conducive) 

6:55 considering the Olympics nomination, discussing why Stuart (the head coach of the 

football team) has not contacted David yet: Jonathan: Ok, are you /fit? (conducive) – 

David: Yes. – Jonathan: Are you /healthy? (conducive) – David: Yes. – Jonathan: Stuart, 

what the f**** are you waiting for?! 
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7:32 mocking: Are you aware that you are quite at\tractive? (conducive) – David: My 

mom tells me every now and then. – Jonathan: Does she still spit and wipe your \face | 

and tuck you \in? (conducive) 

11:10 Does Victoria miss /singing? | Does she miss being on /stage, | miss per/forming? 

12:38 reacting to David talking about musicals: So you love a \musical? (conducive) 

12:50 Do you /swear? 

12:53 Do you /sing? 

13:50 double checking: Is it the /LA Lakers? (conducive) | Is /that what they call them? 

(conducive) | And they are a /basketball team? (conducive) 

15:24 asking the audience about a picture displayed on a big screen: Have you /seen this 

picture already? 

16:04 asking about a pair of underwear which David designed: Does the elasticity stay 

\firm? (conducive) 

16:15 stating the obvious: You de\sign them? (conducive) – David: Yes. – Jonathan: Did 

Victoria /help? 

The Jonathan Ross Show – David Beckham (2013) 

< https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6pBS62pyN8> 

2:43 clarifying and restating what David said: So when you accepted that job, | you knew 

that this was going to be your last \job? (conducive) 

4:42 referring to the last match of the professional career: Was it /easier | or /harder | 

knowing that Victoria was watching as /well? 
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5:23 And so the next morning, | the first morning being no longer a professional 

footballer, | waking up, | you felt /better? | You felt /worse? (open list) 

16:25 referring to what David said about his sadness and disappointment related to the 

end of his career in Manchester United, speaking about Alex Fergusson: And have you 

\told this? | Have you spoken to him /since? 

19:43 talking about the general possibility of having more children: Have you /had that 

conversation with Victoria? 

21:42 Do you have like /date nights? | Do you go on /date nights? 

23:45 not wanting to jinx David’s knighthood prospects: Shall I keep my /mouth shut you 

think? 

The Jonathan Ross Show – Sandra Bullock (2013) 

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nXL2M0i7r5c> 

8:55 making fun (knowing that George Clooney wasn’t the dummy destroyed during the 

testing of the camera): Can they /hold George Clooney like that? (conducive) | Is that o/k? 

(conducive) 

9:14 talking about Sandra and her friendship with George Clooney: And you had…was 

there a compe/tition of a sort? (conducive) | I heard there was a competition of a sort 

between the two of you. 

9:41 referring to a song that Sandra used to sing: Would it be /this one? (conducive) (the 

song starts playing – the production of the show had it ready in advance) 

10:00 reacting to Sandra talking about her rap experience: Could we /have a little bit of 

the rap from you? 

10:17 after Sandra agreed to perform a short rap song: Would you like it to be played and 

join /in | or would you like to do a \solo spot? (closed list) 

10:28 after Sandra agreed to rap: So do you want the /music? 
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13:10 talking about different films: But is it harder to make a /comedy? . . . | Is it just a 

tougher /job? 

14:05 changing the subject: Do you still smuggle /sausages? 

14:20 when Sandra says she does: Would you like to ex/plain yourself? | Did you smuggle 

one into the U/K? 

15:45 talking about German sausages: Do you like a /British sausage now and then? 

The Jonathan Ross Show – Victoria Beckham (2003) 

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyiwH8bdFCs> 

0:39 talking about how people look in the morning: Do you /look rough in the morning? 

0:44 Christmas is coming. Are /you excited? | Is your /husband excited? | Are the /children 

excited? 

1:03 talking about Christmas: Are you gonna get your traditional English Christmas 

/dinner? 

1:33 talking about children and Christmas: You have all their presents /sorted? 

1:48 talking about buying too many presents for other people: Do you /know what you 

should do? (conducive) | Keep them. 

2:45 talking about how great it must be to be David Beckham’s friend: Do you think he’d 

like to be my /friend? (conducive) 

2:48 about David: Does he play /PlayStation games? 

2:53 about David (referring to a person mentioned earlier on the show): Is he jealous of 

Jonnie \Wilkinson? 

2:59 surprised that David knows Jonnie Wilkinson: He knows Jonnie \Wilkinson? 

(conducive) 
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3:16 talking about the press being everywhere the Beckham family go: Do you read 

/tabloids? 

3:25 ditto: Does it /bother you? 

3:40 ditto: Do you ever go in dis/guise? 

3:45 ditto: Would you like a /beard? (conducive) | I have a spare one here. Do you want 

the /pipe? (conducive) 

4:34 reacting to Victoria talking about a music company and all its members: So this is a 

big \company? (conducive) 

4:45 Victoria about hip hoppers: Brand new trainers, wear them once, throw them out. – 

Jonathan: Is /that what they do? (conducive) 

4:48 asking about how the music business works: And so you go to him and say ‘I wanna 

work with /you’ | or he comes to /you | or the /record company fixes it up | or…how does 

that happen? (open list) 

5:45 reaction to Victoria talking about her collaboration with another artist: Victoria: 

…and he likes the idea of where my music is coming from and where his music is coming 

from and the mixture of the two. – Jonathan: But you are saying your music. | So this is 

something that /you do? | It’s more from /you? | It’s more /personal? 

6:14 about Victoria’s new single: Now the single’s got a double a-side on it. | Now is that 

because you can’t make up your /mind | or because you wanna…? 

10:38 about the trust in David and Victoria’s relationship after a few seconds of talking 

about that topic; the questions are said as a contrast to the previous lines: It must be tough 

on just that level. | I mean…the trust that’s involved there must be quite large | or… Do 

you get con\cerned? | Are you \jealous of each other? 

11:38 changing the subject: Are you gonna have more /babies? 

11:41 Do you like being /pregnant? 
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12:00 Does /David like you when you’re pregnant? | Does he like you with more /curves 

on you? 

13:00 with no previous connection: Do you wear saucy clothes for /David? 

13:38 starting to talk about David’s prior coach, Alex Fergusson, with whom David had 

many problems: He strikes me as a nasty piece of work. | Would I be \right? (conducive) 

13:57 referring to Alex Fergusson kicking a boot at David: He /threw the boot? | He 

/knocked the boot? (open list) – Victoria: I think he kicked it. – Jonathan: He kicked the 

boot. | Did he kick it de\liberately at David? (conductive – a well-known story mentioned 

many times in the media) 

15:19 asking about the other members of Victoria’s band Spice Girls: Were they /jealous 

of you back when you banged Beckham? 

16:00 looking at a picture of David Beckham, talking about how attractive he is: When 

he sleeps, | do you just lie around \looking at him? (conducive) 

2. 

Coupling 1x1 

0:35 Steve and Jeff going to meet Jane: Jeff: So you’re really gonna \do it? (conducive) 

0:42 Susan and Sally going to a bar where Sally is supposed to meet Patrick: Susan: Did 

he say what he \wanted? 

0:50 Steve and Jeff going to meet Jane: Jeff: Do you think she knows you’re going to 

\dump her? 

2:12 Sally: I only ever smile at single men, so I can justify the loss of elasticity. – Susan: 

Is this how your mind works all the \time? (conducive) 
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2:25 Susan about a facial together with Sally: Just don’t count every time you find a 

wrinkle. – Sally: Do I do that out \loud? (conducive) 

2:35 Susan: Sally, does it ever occur to you that age brings wisdom and great \confidence? 

(conducive) 

2:45 Jeff: So you dump her and then she does that sug\gesting thing? (conducive) 

3:26 Jeff listing reasons why Steve is technically still in the relationship. Steve: And that 

means I am entitled to see her \underwear? (conducive) 

3:40 Jeff about Jane: Do you know what I call this kind of \woman? (conducive) 

3:45 Steve: Is this gonna be really \tasteless? (conducive) 

3:49 Steve: Am I going to be ashamed to be your \friend? (conducive) 

5:10 Jane after Steve told her he is breaking up with her: You want us to split \up? 

(conducive) 

5:24 Jane after Steve repeats they are breaking up: Well, don’t I get a /say in it? 

(conducive) 

5:40 Sally after Patrick says something boastful: Is there any form of female behaviour 

that you \don’t interpret as finding you attractive? (conducive) 

5:55 Patrick asking Sally to leave him and Susan alone: Could you \give us a minute? 

(conducive) 

8:40 Steve still trying to break up with Jane: Remember \Crippen? (conducive) – Jane: 

Oh, don’t start with Crippen. 

9:29 Susan after Patrick tells her he has been seeing someone else: You’ve been \cheating 

on me? (conducive) 

9:34 Susan: Is this \true, Patrick?  
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9:45 Steve getting ready to leave, rhetorical: Do you know what I’m going to \do? 

(conducive) I’m gonna leave. 

10:44 Jeff seeing Steve daydreaming: Steve, are you all \right? (conducive) 

11:56 Susan at seeing Steve in the ladies’ lavatories: Isn’t this the \ladies? (conducive) 

12:08 Steve referring to the sink in the ladies’ lavatories: Do you get these \free in the 

\ladies? (conducive) 

12:47 Susan to Steve about Jane: So, have you seen that woman /recently? 

14:23 Susan to Jeff asking about Steve: Is he all ˅right?  

15:05 Sally: You now qualify for my elasticity. – Patrick: Is that as good as it \sounds? 

(conducive) 

15:30 Jeff reacting to Steve’s questions about Susan: Wait, are you thinking of asking her 

\out? (conducive) 

15:33 Steve: Is it a \problem? (conducive) 

15:48 Jeff: So, you managed to finish with \Jane, then? (conducive) 

15:55 Jeff: Have you finished with \Jane? F (conducive) Are you out of the \zone? 

(conducive) 

17:00 Susan asking Jeff about Steve: How well do you know him? Are you…are you 

/close?  

Jeff: Close? We’re porn buddies. – Susan: \Porn buddies? (conducive) Is this \code? 

(conducive) Were you two in \prison together or something? (conducive)…Are you \sure 

this isn’t code? (conducive) You guys have seriously made arrangements to destroy your 

dirty \mags? (conducive) 

20:26 Jeff to Steve after following him to his date with Susan: Do you know the biggest 

\turn off on the first date? (conducive) 
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20:45 Jeff at seeing Jane coming to the date instead of Susan: Have you been completely 

clear with her that it’s \over? (conducive) 

21:45 Susan to Steve about Sally who was supposed to take Susan to a facial; Steve 

shocked at seeing Susan in the restaurant: She cancelled. – Steve: She /cancelled?? 

(conducive) 

21:50 Susan: It’s ok, don’t really need it. – Steve: Are you /sure?  

22:07 Jeff offering Susan to tell the beautician off for cancelling her facial: Do you want 

me to have a \word with them? (conducive) 

22:33 Jane to Steve when seeing Susan in the restaurant: Are you \seeing this woman? 

23:04 Susan: Does somebody wanna tell me what’s going /on? (conducive) 

24:01 Steve to Jeff when he does not want to leave Steve and Susan alone: Are you 

worried we’re gonna \talk about you or something? (conducive) 

24:06 Susan: Well what is there to say? You know about him and \me, /right? (conducive) 

24:27 Susan about to tell Steve something embarrassing about Jeff: Didn’t he \tell you? 

(conducive) 

25:42 Susan to Jeff when he wants her to keep her word after a lost bet and show him her 

naked upper body; in the past Jeff panicked in similar situations: You reckon you can take 

them /now? 

Coupling 1x2 

1:04 Jeff to Steve who is telling him about an awkward phone call with Susan; Jeff found 

out that Steve kept pausing: You \kept pausing? (conducive) 

3:52 Susan to Steve on the phone: I could hear you breathing! – Steve: It wasn’t me. – 

Susan: It wasn’t \you? (conducive) 

4:03 Steve inviting Susan out: Would you like to meet /up sometime? 

5:00 Jeff to Steve after he tells Jeff Susan agreed on a date: Ok, have you thought through 

your \foreplay yet? 
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5:02 Sally to Susan overhearing Jeff’s question and realising that the boys know about 

something that she assumed was just between the girls: They /know about that!? 

(conducive) 

5:33 Patrick in disbelief to Jeff after Jeff talks about foreplay tips: That’s your \foreplay 

tip? (conducive) 

6:22 Susan to Steve after overhearing the boys talking about fantasising about other 

women: So is it absolutely necessary to think about somebody /else? 

6:48 Jeff elaborating on his theory about celebrities: So can you imagine what it was like 

when Posh first met \Beckham? (conducive) (followed by his own explanation) 

7:16 Susan to guys when she is about to get more drinks (seeing their half-full glasses): 

Are you guys ok for \drinks? (conducive) 

7:52 Sally to Patrick after he invited her to join him at a motor show: Would this be a 

\date? (conducive) 

8:23 Sally to Patrick after she told him she would never get physical with him: Do you 

want to take this ticket \back? (conducive) 

10:08 Jeff to Steve after Steve refuses to listen to more of Jess’s foreplay tips: What, you 

don’t think you need \help here? (conducive) 

10:29 Patrick joining Jeff and Steve, overhearing part of their conversation: Are you 

talking about Susan’s re\motes? (conducive) 

11:57 Jane to the others after the man she has just introduced to them has gone away: 

Isn’t he just /perfect? (conducive) 

12:03 Steve: Jane, isn’t he ˅gay? (conducive) 

13:30 Susan in a concerned way to Steve who is acting nervous: Are you ˅ ok? (conducive) 

13:38 Steve offering help to Susan who is cooking: Is there anything I can ˅do? 
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14:40 Susan to Steve after she finally found some batteries in her drawer: Do you find 

your batteries always run out very \quickly? (conducive) 

15:11 Patrick to other people in a conversation about politics: Is this country ready for a 

\president? (conducive) 

18:15 Susan to Steve when he spends a long time chewing a piece of meat: Aren’t you 

gonna ˅swallow? (conducive) 

18:52 Jane to Howard who tells her he is homosexual but she refuses to acknowledge it: 

v Howard, do you want gay men to be \labelled? (conducive) 

20:46 Sally to Jeff who is already on his way to the toilet: Are you going to the \loo? 

(conducive)  

23:56 Sally to Patrick in disbelief: You like Por\tillo?? (conducive) 

24:47 Steve to Jeff asking him for a favour: When Patrick goes to the loo, can you go 

\with him? (conducive) 

25:01 Jeff asking whether he can sit down, already sitting down while asking: Can I sit 

\here? (conducive) 

Coupling 1x3 

1:45 Patrick: Imagine your interview panel naked. – Jeff: \Naked? (conducive) 

2:07 Steve reacting to what Jeff said: So you think the interview panel is going to imagine 

you \naked? (conducive) 

5:01 Jane being upset with the way Steve acts after she told him her aunt had died: Do 

you think you could be a little more ap\propriate? (conducive) 

5:07 Jane to Steve, in tears: Can I come ˅in? (conducive) 
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6:44 Jane to Steve when he tells her he is not joining her: So you are not coming with me 

to my aunt’s \funeral? (conducive) 

7:16 Jane to Steve when he starts laughing at her: Am I just some kind of a \joke to you 

now? (conducive) 

8:19 Steve to Susan about his going to the funeral with Jane: So you are ok about me 

being somewhere with ˅Jane? 

9:18 Jane to Steve about whether he could pretend in front of her relatives that they are 

still together: Do we \have to tell them in the /funeral? 

9:52 Steve to Jane about the possibility of Susan joining them at the funeral: Can she 

come ˅too? 

10:07 Jane to Steve about how humiliating it would be if he brought his new girlfriend to 

the funeral: Can’t you see \that? (conducive) 

10:50 Susan to Steve, echoing suspiciously what he said: A funeral’s going to turn into 

an \orgy? (conducive) 

11:40 Susan to Jane when Jane invites her to the funeral: Are you ˅sure? (conducive) 

11:59 Susan angrily to Steve about Jane: Oh, can’t you see what she’s \doing? (conducive) 

13:54 Steve angrily to Jeff when he stares at Steve: Are you \still imagining me naked? 

(conducive) 

15:00 Patrick to Susan when she wants to ask him a favour and clarifies it is not about 

sex: And you are admitting that up \front? (conducive) 

15:02 Patrick: You /see where you’ve gone wrong? (conducive) 

15:17 Patrick to Susan in a teasing way after she calls him a pizza boy: Are we \playing 

now? (conducive) 

16:06 Sally to Patrick after he asked her to go with him to the funeral and she refuses to: 

Have you \seen dead people? (conducive) 
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16:25 Sally to Patrick when he mentions the funeral will be in a crematorium: She’s being 

cre\mated? (conducive) 

18:43 Sally to the boys when they take a long time, pretending to be in an action film: 

Will you guys hurry \up? (conducive) 

19:07 Jane to her aunt when she offers her a sausage roll: We are eating be\fore the 

funeral? (conducive) Isn’t that a little un\usual? (conducive) 

19:22 Patrick to Jane’s aunt after being introduced to her, making a humorous comment 

since they are at another aunt’s funeral : Aren’t you cutting it a bit ˅fine? (conducive) 

20:19 Jane to Steve when he refuses to be seen together with her at the funeral: Do you 

really think I’m trying to get \back with you? 

23:40 Jeff to another man, Jeff feeling sick, handing the other man the plate: Do you want 

the \rest of this? (conducive) 

23:46 Jane to Susan gossiping Steve: What about the ear thing. Does he still \do that? 

Coupling 1x4 

1:04 Patrick to Steve, trying to find out more details about what Steve said: Was she 

bending \over or something? 

1:17 Steve: I puckered. – Patrick in disbelief: You \puckered? (conducive) 

3:20 Patrick to Steve when Steve told him that Susan found a tape in the video recorder: 

Did you know which \tape? 

3:52 Sally to Susan when told her she had taken a tape from Steve’s recorder: You 

interfered with a man’s vc\r? (conducive) 

5:33 Jane shocked to Susan after Susan told her Steve had said he loved her: He said he 

\loved you? (conducive) 

6:15 Patrick to Steve when Steve admits he is worried whether or not Susan has seen the 

tape: You’re worried ‘cause she might think you are a \lesbian? 
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7:29 Steve asking his friends who immediately answer positively; his reaction makes it 

clear that he expected such an answer: Do you guys wanna come for \dinner? (conducive) 

8:47 Jane to her therapist after the therapist threw her out of her office: Is this \personal? 

(conducive) 

13:25 Jane to Steve after she arrived to have dinner at Steve and Susan’s house: Could 

you remind lovely Susan that Jill and I are vege\tarian? (conducive) 

13:40 Jane in a threatening way to her friend: I know a lot of vegetarians and we tend to 

like the same films.  Do you have a \problem with /that? (conducive) 

14:43 Steve in a careful way to Susan who is obviously angry: Is something \wrong? 

(conducive) 

14:53 Steve surprised, guessing: Is this about the \tape? (conducive) 

15:18 Susan to Steve about his delicate tape: Does anybody else other than \Jeff know? 

15:38 Steve angrily to Sally when she mentions the tape: Susan told \you about the tape? 

(conducive) 

22:53 Patrick to his new female friend about the possibility to change a person’s sexual 

orientation: I believe conversion is possible. In fact, it’s just about sitting next to the right 

person. – Friend: Well that’s flattering. – Patrick: You a\gree with me then? (conducive) 

24:36 Susan about a winner of a competition: And what does the winner get? Isn’t she 

presented with a /trophy or something? 

25:30 Sally repeating in disbelief after Steve: She sug\gests it? (conducive) 

27:50 Susan repeating after Steve who, during his long speech, mentioned he would like 

to spend the rest of his life with Susan and is not aware of that: The rest of your \life? 

(conducive) 

27:53 Susan: You want to spend the rest of your \life with me? (conducive) 
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3. 

How I met your mother 1x2 

0:43 Barney to a random girl in a bar: Hi, have you met /Ted? (conducive) 

2:51 Marshall to Ted after talking about Robin: So are you gonna ask her /out? 

3:07 Lilly to Ted and Barney when listening to Ted’s thoughts: Did you guys get \high? 

(conducive) 

3:12 Ted: I’ll invite her to our party next Friday. – Marshall enthusiastically: We are 

having a /party next Friday? 

3:27 Lilly to Barney after he tells her that she has been rubbing his, not her boyfriend’s 

leg under the table: You’ve waited 5 /minutes to tell me that?! (conducive) 

5:17 Ted to Robin pretending he does not know: So hey, you’re reporting a /news story 

or something? (conducive) 

5:46 Ted to Robin, pretending he must have said the day wrong: It is this Friday. Did I 

say /next Friday?? (conducive) 

6:01 Ted to Marshall on the phone: Hey, am I inter/rupting anything? 

8:12 Barney to a random girl: Have you met /Ted? (conducive) – Girl: Hey, no. – Barney: 

Do you know /Marshall, /Lilly? (conducive) – Girl: No. – Barney: Hm, do you know 

/anyone at this party? (conducive) 

8:22 Barney to the others: Anyone know a /Carlos? 

8:34 Barney to the girl: Excuse me, can I show you the /roof? 

9:24 Ted to Robin about a boy they both met earlier: Did he get to keep the purple gi/raffe? 

10:38 Barney to Ted about a girl: How did she get here? Did you in/vite her? 

12:52 Barney to Ted: This is lame. – Ted: /Lame, or \casual? (closed list) 

13:11 Marshall to everyone: Anybody seen the big ass /book? 
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14:26 Robin to Ted after she heard Marshall say that she is the reason why Ted organised 

all the parties: So you threw all these parties for /me? (conducive) 

16:12 Ted to a guy: Hey, Carlos, can you /give us a minute? (conducive) 

20:04 Ted to Barney observing a couple: Are you /jealous? (conducive) 

20:18 Ted to Marshall about an essay: Hey, don’t you have a /paper to write? (conducive) 

21:15 Robin to a girl: Hi, have you met /Ted? (conducive) 

How I met your mother 1x3 

0:38 Marshall to Ted and Lilly, both of whom are talking on the phone: Are you guys 

talking to each /other? (conducive) 

2:30 Ted to Barney, having realised that Barney has no one in particular to pick up from 

the airport: Wait, | so when you said that you were going to pick someone up at the airport, 

| you meant you were going to   p i c k   s o m e o n e   u p   at the /airport? (conducive) 

2:52 Barney to Ted: Tuck in your shirt, you look sketchy. – Ted: /I’m sketchy? 

3:38 Lilly to Robin: Are you sure you’re ok giving up your Friday night to hang with an 

old, almost married /lady? (conducive) 

4:17 Ted to a girl at the airport: So, did you just get in from De/triot? (conducive) 

5:52 Ted to Marshall on the phone after Marshall answers the phone in a strange way: 

Are you all /right? 

7:51 Lilly on the phone to Marshall after he tells her he is going to Philadelphia: You’re 

going to /Philly? (conducive) 

8:07 Lilly tells Marshall that a lot of men have been interested in Robin: Marshall: Yeah, 

| I bet she gets that a lot. – Lilly: Don’t you bet /I get that a lot? (conducive) 
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8:26 Lilly after Marshall advises her to take off her ring to have more fun in a bar: I’m 

not gonna take off my ring. Wouldn’t you be jealous of guys swarming all over my 

/beeswax? (conducive) 

11:37 Barney to Ted after he demands a call to his lawyer: Do you have a /lawyer?  

15:12 Marshall to Robin, asking about his girlfriend: Is she talking to some hot \guy? 

(conducive) 

16:06 Barney to a man guiding the Liberty Bell: Do you ever go behind the rope and 

/touch it? 

16:10 ditto: Do you ever stick your head in/side it? 

16:14 ditto: Do you ever /lick it? 

17:05 Robin to Lilly when she complains she has not been single since high school: You 

wanna be /single? (conducive) | You wanna fight off loser guys all /night? | (conducive) 

Does that seem like /fun to you? (conducive) 

17:30 Lilly to Robin: Hey, | do you wanna have a coffee and have an actual conver/sation? 

20:12 Ted to a girl talking about the Liberty Bell: And you know what it /tastes like? 

(conducive) 

How I met your mother 1x4 

0:45 Marshall to Ted about his shirt: Is it /new? 

1:57 Ted: Maybe it’s time to start forming second impressions. – Marshal, excited: 

You’re finally gonna watch /Goonies again? (conducive) 

3:45 Barney, reluctant to believe his ears: You dumped a /porn star? (conducive) 

4:45 Barney entering a room: Hey, | is it /cold in here? (conducive) 
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6:10 Lilly to Ted: Why would Nataly hang up on you? – Ted: I don’t know. – Barney: 

Did you sleep with her /sister? | Did you sleep with her /mom?  

6:36 Lilly double-checking a conclusion she made: So you dumped her right before her 

/birthday? (conducive) 

6:57 Lilly to ted about the same girl: Well, | did she cry her /eyes out? (conducive) 

9:25 Robin to her boss who wanted to see her; surprised: Was that /all? 

10:51 Ted to a girl, restating her words: There was a sur/prise party that night? 

(conducive) 

13:48 Lilly to Ted when brainstorming how to break up with his girlfriend: Ted, | have 

you considered telling her the /truth? 

15:57 Ted to his girlfriend after she insinuates that it is her birthday: Today’s your 

/birthday? (conducive) 

17:47 Marshall to Barney in an honest way: Did you /plan that? 

20:04 Barney mocking Robin after she embarrassed herself on the news: But isn’t it nice 

to know people are /watching? (conducive) 

20:09 Marshall to Ted when Ted enters the bar wearing ripped clothes: Oh my god, | are 

you all /right? (conducive) 

20:34 Lilly to Ted, in a concerned way, asking about his feelings: Are you o/k?  

How I met your mother 1x4 

0:45 Marshall to Ted about his shirt: Is it /new? 

1:57 Ted: Maybe it’s time to start forming second impressions. – Marshal, excited: 

You’re finally gonna watch /Goonies again? (conducive) 

3:45 Barney, reluctant to believe his ears: You dumped a /porn star? (conducive) 
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4:45 Barney entering a room: Hey, | is it /cold in here? (conducive) 

6:10 Lilly to Ted: Why would Nataly hang up on you? – Ted: I don’t know. – Barney: 

Did you sleep with her /sister? | Did you sleep with her /mom?  

6:36 Lilly double-checking a conclusion she made: So you dumped her right before her 

/birthday? (conducive) 

6:57 Lilly to ted about the same girl: Well, | did she cry her /eyes out? (conducive) 

9:25 Robin to her boss who wanted to see her; surprised: Was that /all? 

10:51 Ted to a girl, restating her words: There was a sur/prise party that night? 

(conducive) 

13:48 Lilly to Ted when brainstorming how to break up with his girlfriend: Ted, | have 

you considered telling her the /truth? 

15:57 Ted to his girlfriend after she insinuates that it is her birthday: Today’s your 

/birthday? (conducive) 

17:47 Marshall to Barney in an honest way: Did you /plan that? 

20:04 Barney mocking Robin after she embarrassed herself on the news: But isn’t it nice 

to know people are /watching? (conducive) 

20:09 Marshall to Ted when Ted enters the bar wearing ripped clothes: Oh my god, | are 

you all /right? (conducive) 

20:34 Lilly to Ted, in a concerned way, asking about his feelings: Are you o/k?  

4. A DVD with the audio and video material used for the research is attached to the thesis. 


